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subject: LMS One Year Science Review

protein crystal growth experiment / APCF

The EGF receptor is the prototype of a family of tyrosine kinase receptors

involved in cell growth control. Many human malignancies are characterized

by its overexpression. The solution of the EGF receptor structure would

pave the way for drug design and novel concepts of therapeutical treatment

of tumors. However, the crystal structure of none of the growth factor

receptors has been solved so far. - The difficulty of crystallizing a

membrane protein has been overcome by purifying only the hydrophilic

external domain of the EGF receptor. Using this ectodomain the co-

crystallization with the ligand EGF was achieved; diffraction of these

crystals had been poor, probably due to the high amount (30% of molecular

mass) of heterogenous carbohydrate. Microgravity conditions have been

tested which seemed to favour crystal growth. However, results have been

variable so far.

On LMS different batches of EGF receptor preparations were flown all of

which have proved to crystallize in the laboratory, however after non-

predictable time spans. Four hanging drop reactors and one dialysis reactor

were used; comparable set-ups in APCF reactors served as laboratory
controls.

Results:

Two hanging drop reactors yielded showers of non-usable micro-crystals (lab

controls also). Crystals of 0.25 mm length grew in another hanging drop

reactor (Fig. i) whereas the corresponding lab control contained just

amorphous precipitate. The fourth hanging drop reactor provided small

lancet-like crystals (Fig. 2), with similar crystals in the lab controls.

Fig. 3 shows the fragment of a larger crystal which grew in the dialysis

reactor and broke during removal from the chamber; if in these reactors

crystals grow sticking to the dialysis membrane, cracking during harvest is

almost inevitable. The corresponding lab control did not yield crystals.

Fig. 1
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Ten crystals from two reactors were analyzed using synchrotron radiation.
However, the diffraction was poor, and collection of data was impossible.
From previous experiments a high solvent content (65%) of EGF receptor

crystals is known; therefore a larger crystal size is required for

diffraction. This was e.g. achieved in a former microgravity experiment

(STS-47) when a crystal of 0.5 x 0.3 mm was obtained.

Summarized, the growth of EGF receptor crystals seems to be favoured by

microgravity conditions, since the results of 2 out of 5 set-ups were

superiour to the corresponding lab controls, at least in terms of crystal

growth. It emerges also that for a difficult protein like the EGF receptor

the small number of 5 trials may be not sufficient to achieve satisfying

results.

Dr. Wolfgang Weber

Institut for Physiologische Chemie

Universit_tskrankenhaus Eppendorf, Hamburg
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Crystallization of Apocrustacyanin C1 on the LMS Mission

PI Naomi Chayen, Imperial College London

The results of the mission were obtained jointly with Prof Helliwell's group in

Manchester University and P. Zagalsky of Royal Holloway College, U of London

Introduction

Apocrustacyanin C1 had previously been crystallised on the IML-2 and USML-2 and

>Shuttle missions. On IML-2 the crystals grown in space were mostly better

diffractors compared to the Earth grown crystals.CCD video was used to follow the

crystallisation. The crystals, which grew in the vapour diffusion droplet moved in a

circular way,consistent with that of Marangoni convection (Chayen et al. 1997). The

images also display a "'halo" effect around the growing crystals which is attributed

to the presence of a depletion zone (i.e., solution regions which are depleted of this

coloured protein).

>The crystals from the USML-2 mission (which were not monitored by CCD video)

>underwent an X-ray mosaicity analysis.The quality enhancement between earth

grown and microgravity grown crystals was not as marked as for the lysozyme

crystals grown in dialysis geometry nor was it consistent between the two

populations, although the best crystal was microgravity grown (Snell et al.

>1997).

Objectives of experiment

The crystallisations on LMS aimed to complement, and expand upon the X-ray

analyses obtained from the USML-2 crystals (as CCD video was not available to

>monitor the crystallisations on the LMS mission).

Experimental

>Apocrustacyanin C1 was crystallised on the LMS Shuttle mission. Four

>crystallisations were carried out on the flight, and four identical experiments

>were conducted as ground controls during the period of the mission. These

>ground controls were set up at the same time, and used the same solutions as

>those of the mission.
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>Synchrotron X-ray analysis of the LMS apocrustacyanin crystals was carried out

>at two facilities. Firstly at the NSLS using beamline X26C. Here, protein crystal

mosaic spread measurements by use of rocking curves is an indicator of the internal

physical perfection present (Helliwell 1988). The addition of an analyser crystal

between the sample and detector enables reciprocal space mapping of omega, the

sample axis,and omega ', the analyser axis (Snell 1997). Reciprocal space maps, along

one axis provide a measure of pure mosaicity effects (volume and orientation), and

along the other axis strain effects.

>Combination of the use of this technique with X-ray topography (Stojanoff et

>al. 1996),can produce a finely detailed picture of a single reflection, and an in-depth

knowledge of the internal order of the crystal.The analysis of this data is still in

progress, however an example topograph,and reciprocal space map are shown in

figures I and 2.

>

>Secondly, at the bending magnet source beamline, BL19 at the ESRF, where two

>complete datasets,one of an LMS crystal, and one of an LMS ground control crystal

were obtained.

>The resolution limits of apocrustacyanin C1 crystals grown onboard the LMS

>missions in a vapour diffusion reactor and earth grown controls were

>determined from 1 degree oscillation images. Operating parameters during data

>collection were lambda = 0.7513 Angstroms ; CCD detector

> (image intensifier type), exposure times 30 secs, rotation angles I degree,

>delta lambda / lambda = 10-4. Overall I/Sigma I for LMS = 30.4,

>and for ground control = 9.5. LMS crystal volume = 0.0432 mm3, ground control

>crystal volume = 0.0034 mm3.

>The full data merge for both LMS and ground control is shown in table 1.

>Obviously the LMS crystal is diffracting

>off the edge of the detector, since the Rmerge at 2 A is 10.4%, by contrast,

>the earth control Rmerge at 2 A is 40 %. But the crystal volume for the earth

>is 12 times smaller, and for ground control = 9.5. LMS crystal volume = 0.0432

>mm3, ground control crystal volume = 0.0034 mm3.

>When compared to earlier data collections on earth and microgravity grown

>apocrustacyanin crystals, these results show that resolution limits are

>dependent on the data collection source and measuring conditions. The full

>exploitation of the crystal perfection

>available is very difficult if step widths of 10-4 degrees are required.

>Nevertheless, new area detectors like the pixel detector could exploit such

>quality (for a discussion see Helliwell (1992) and

>Chayen \et (1996)) when used in conjunction with X-ray undulator sources, which

>have extremely fine collimation inhorizontal and vertical directions.
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>Figure 1:

>Protein crystal quality assessment via topographic images of an LMS ground

>control apocrustacyanin C1 grown as an example.

>

>Figure 2:

>Protein crystal quality assessment via reciprocal space mapping of the same LMS

>ground control apocrustacyanin C1 crystal. The reciprocal space map shows omega

>verses omega ', with intensity on the z axis.
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Final science report of the experimental results from the LMS space mission in

1996m

Crystallization and x-ray analysis of 5S rRNA and the

5S rRNA domain A.

Prof. Dr. Voiker A. Erdmann and Siegfried Lorenz

Freie Universitiit Berlin, Institut f'dr Biochemie, Thielalle 63,

Germany.

D-14195 Berlin-Dahlem,

Introduction

The ribosomal 5S rRNA is an essential component of the ribosomes. Ribosomal panicles lacking

5S rRNA have a greatly reduced peptidyltransferase activity. Because of its functional importance

and the fact, that the 5S rRNA interacts specifically with several ribosomal proteins, it is of great

interest to know its three dimensional structure at atomic resolution. Based upon chemical and

enzymatic structural characterization and the comparison of more than 750 different 5S rRNA

sequences a secondary structure for this class of RNA molecules has been derived, which is

generally accepted. (Figure 1). The size of the 5S rRNA, 120 nucleotides in length, limits its

structural determination to that by x-ray analysis. With this goal in mind we have tried for more

than ten years the crystallization of about 20 different 5S rRNA species (Figure 2). The best

results obtained so far are those for the 5S rRNA from Thermusflavus, whose crystals diffract up

to a resolution of 8 A (1).

Since crystal structure analysis of whole 5S rRNA molecules could provide so far only low

resolution data at 8 A, we turned to the chemical synthesis and structural determinations of the

individual 5S rRNA domains.

Figure 3 shows as example the structure of the domain A from Thermusflavus 5S rRNA and the

fact that a large number of solvent molecules are associated with this molecule. (2, 3).
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Currently we are continueing our crystallization experiments with engineered Thermusflavus 5S

rRNA molecules. Internal breathing of the structure on one hand and small differences in the

primary structure of the 5S rRNA molecules on the other hand can significantly influence the

ability to produce well ordered crystals. For example, crystals from the Thermus aquatics 5S

rRNA gave a resolution up to 25 A, while crystals from the Thermus flavus 5S rRNA gave a

resolution up to 8 A. The difference in the primary structure are only the exchange of 9

nucleotides. These nucleotides differing in the two structures are labeled by solid circles in Figure

1. With this observation in mind, we used engineered variants of Thermusflavus 5S RNA in such

a fashion that an improved crystallization was anticipated. First results of the purified 5S rRNA

variants show crystals in dimensions up to 0.6 mm. One of the engineered variants was used in the

APCF (Advanced Protein Crystallography) microgravity experiment on the USML-2 space

mission in November 1995 and one in the LMS space mission in June 1997.

Material and Methods

1. About 20 different 5S rRNAs were prepared from isolated ribosomes or ribosomal subunits by

extraction with phenol and purified by two chromatographic procedures on Sephadex G 100

gelfiltration or by hydrophobic interaction chromatography with Phenylsuperose (1). Having

tested various crystallization methods we found, that the best crystals were obtained by the

microdialysis method.

2. The 5S rRNA domain A from Thermusflavus was prepared by solid phase chemical synthesis

(3). Crystals of the dodecamer suitable for x-ray analysis were obtained by vapor diffusion in

Linbro plates followed by repeated seeding of the crystals.

3. The engineered variants of Thermusflavus 5S rRNA were synthesized on the DNA level and

then transcribed in large amounts in vitro. The chromatographically purified RNA was crystallized

in Linbro plates by the hanging drop method and also in the APCF microdialysis reactors during

the ESA and NASA USML 2 and LMS space mission. The crystals were analysed by using the
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image plate detector at the EMBL Synchrotron beam line X 11 at DORIS / DESY, Hamburg,

Germany and also at the ELETTRA Sincrotrone Trieste in Italy

Results and Discussion

The preliminary assignment of the wild type Thermusflavus 5S rRNA crystal lattice is monoclinic,

space group C2, with units cell dimensions a = 190 A, b = 110 A, c = 138 A and 13= 117 A. The

unit cell volume is 2.69 x 106A and the packing volume 4.3 A / dalton. The solvent content for the

crystals is about 70%. The resolution was up to 8 A. (1). The reason for this low diffraction could

be the internal breathing of the structure and the large size of the RNA molecule.

To overcome the problems associated with the crystallization of whole 5S rRNA molecules we

tried to crystallize chemical synthesized structural domains of this RNA from Thermusflavus and

E.coli (Figure 1). It is anticipated that the knowledge of all domain structures of the 5S rRNA

molecule will eventually permit the determination of the whole RNA structure. In this report we

show for example the structure of the domain A from Thermusflavus 5S rRNA. Two crystals

were used to collect data up to 2.3 A resolution. The final structure of the dodecamer presented in

Figure 3 is a right handed A type double helix with two strands defined as A and B according to

Figure 1. Strand A consists of 245 non-hydrogen atoms and strand B of 263. The structure

includes a total of 159 solvent molecules. 49 water molecules were located (blue label) in the

interior of the duplex and 68 externally involved in the first hydration shell around the surface of

the duplex.

The remaining 42 represent crystal water filling the spaces between the domains. In conclusion it is

quite apparent, that with the recent developments of the methodology to synthesize defined RNA

molecules it will be possible to determine their atomic structures by x-ray analysis.

In addition to the crystallization experiments of the domain A from Thermusflavus 5S rKNA we

crystallized the chemically synthesized domain E from the same RNA (5). The crystals are

trigonal with unit cell dimensions a = b = 42.8 A, c = 162 A. The resolution of the crystals reached

a value of 2.8 A. The chemically synthesized domain E from E. coil 5S rRNA was also crystallized.

Data sets were collected (S. Kiu13mann et. al, unpublished results). In addition 11 other chemically

synthesized RNA fragments have been crystallized (V.A. Erdmann et. ai, unpublished results).
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First resultsof the purified Thermusflavus 5S rRNA variants, isolated on the DNA level by in

vitro transcription, in which the 3" and 5' ends were stabilized, yielded crystals up to 0.6 mm length.

Although the crystals obtained so far did not show an improved resolution (10 A), we are

currently continuing these studies with different structural variants and by variations of

crystallization conditions. The variations of crytallization conditions include also crystallization

experiments under microgravity conditions. In November 1995 we initiated these studies with

engineered Thermusflavus 5S rRNAs in the USML-2 Mission (ESA/NASA) in APCF (Advanced

Crystallography Protein Facility) microdialysis reactors. Of five reactors three yielded crystals. The

crystals obtained were larger in size than those obtained simultaneously from ground control

experiments (Figure 4). In the LMS mission in June 1996, we continued these experiments also in

the APCF system. Of seven reactors all yielded crystals. The crystals obtained were larger in size

than those obtained in silmultaneous ground control experiments. The largest space grown crystals

in the LMS Mission exhibited a length of 0.45mm. In the ground-control experiment 5 chambers

yielded crystals. These were smaller in size than those grown in space.(Figure 5). The crystals

were analyzed by synchrotron radiation at DESY in Hamburg, and at the ELETTRA Sincrotrone

Trieste, Italy. In the LMS mission space crystals exhibited a resolution of about 8 A. We were not

able to determine the resolution of the simultaneously obtained ground crystals, because they were

to small in size. The resolution of the best crystals of the engineered Thermusflavus 5S rRNA

grown in the laboratory yielded until now a resolution of 8 A.

Summary

1. 19 different 5S rRNAs were isolated from ribosomes and tested for their ability to crystallize.

The best results gave the 5S rRNA from the thermophilic bacterial strain Thermusflavus AT62.

The resolution of the crystals was up to 8 A (1).

2. The chemical synthesized domain A from Thermus flawts 5S rRNA was crystallized. The

diftta_,tions of the crystals were 2.3 A. The structure has been solved (2). Chemically synthesized

domain A from Thermusflavus has been also crystallized (5), Data sets from domain E from E.

coli are collected.
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3. Engineeredvariantsof5S rRNA are produced on the DNA level by in vitro transcription. It is

anticipated that stabilizing elements at the 3' and 5'ends in the primary structure will reduce the

flexibilities of these RNA molecules in order to yield crystals for x-ray analysis.

4. The influence of microgravity on the crystal growth was tested with one engineered 5S rRNA

variants in the ESA and NASA APCF/USML-2 and LMS space missions. The results obtained

show clearly that the space grown crystals were larger in size than those in the ground

controls.The diffi'action of engineered Thermusflavus 5S rRNA crystals grown in space is nearly

the same then the crystals in the best laboratory experiments. The crystals from the simultaneous

ground control experiments were to small for diffraction studies.
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Secundary structure model of 5S rRNA.
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5S rRNA Species:

Azobacter vinelandii

Bacillus lichiformis

Bacillus stearothermophilus

Bacillus subtilis

Caulobacter

Echerichia coli

Halobacter cutirubum

Lupinus luteus

Mung bean
Micrococcus luteus

Proteus vulgaris

Pseudomonas fluorescens

Rat (liver)

Staphylococcus aureus

Thermotoga

Thermus aquaticus

Thermus flavus

Wheat germ
Yeast

5S rRNA Protein-complexes:

Bacillus stearothermophilus
Echerichia coli

Thermus thermophilus

Thermus flavus

Figure 2
5S rRNA species for crystallization experiments.
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Fi.qure 5

Crystals of the bacterial 5S rRNA Thermus flavus under microgravity conditions

crystallize better in size, shape and quality (A) than the ground control crystals (B).
The crystals were obtained in the ESA / NASA mission LMS, 1996
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1. Objectives

Five experiments were prepared for this flight in the same reactor type (FID200) and with the
same initial concentrations (10% Sodium Chloride and 100 mg/ml Lysozyme). The experiments were
prepared with the following objectives:

Test of the new Mach-Zchnder interferometer installed in the APCF facility. During mission
STS-78. the APCF has flown equipped for the first time with a Mach-Zehnder interferometer to

study the concentration of reactants inside the protein chamber. The experiment at position IL3 was
designed to test this feature.

Crystal growth rate and movement studies. Three of the five reactors were accessible by the
APCF video camera. Time series of images during crystal growth can be used to study growth rate
and crystal movement due to residual acceleration in the microgravity environment.

Precipitation of Lysozyme at high concentration. Non equilibrium one-dimensional techniques
for crystal growth has shown their potential for crystal growth. The space-time self organisation of

supersaturation provokes inhomogeneous distributions of nucleation density, growth rate and crystal
size =. Our experience from on-ground ex'periments shows that long growth chambers and high

protein concentration are the optimum conditions to ex'plore the properties of these systems. This is
the reason to use lO0 mg/ml lysozyme solutions and to fill with this solution the plug channel in
experiments (IR2 and 2R2).

Testing the use of capillaries inside the protein chamber. In soft materials like proteins, handling

of crystals is supposed to create defects that can potentially lower the crystal quality. Very good
quality crystals are obtained routinely on ground by growing the crystals inside X-ray capillaries,
which allows its use in diffraction experiments without further handling of crystals and mother
liquor. Shocks during manoeuvres of the spaceship (specilly during landing) are also avoided. A

pack of flat capillaries is introducing filling the protein chamber in two of the experiments (1RI and
IR2) to check the usefulness of this technique in the APCF.

The following table summarises the configuration and initial conditions of the five experiments:

,, Flight Configuration l
Stack[ Type [Pos. I SIN I Video I Interf. l

l FID200 1L3 324/13 5 5 l0 %CINa

1 FID200 IR2 316/B 10 %CINa

1 FID200 IRI 207/B 10 % CINa

Initial Conditions

Salt Res. [ Rot. Plug I Prot. Ch.

Agarose 0.5% 100 m_/ml Lysozym¢

100 m_/ml Lysezyme 100 mg/ml Lys. Cap.

Acetate buffer 100 mg/ml Lys. Cap.

2 FID200 2R3 208/13 6 10 % CINa Acetate buffer 100 mg/ml Lysozyme

2 FID200 2R2 322/13 4 10 % CINa 100 m_/,nl Lysoz_ne 100 mg,/ml Lysozyme

Initial conditions for the experiments were selected based on our experience in protein crystal
growth into capillaries'- after test experiments performed on ground using APCF reactors with the

protein chamber filled with a gelled protein solution to mimic microgravity conditions.

i J.M. Garcia-Ruiz, F. OtMora (1997) ESTEC contract 11629/95/NL//JS final report. J.M. Garcia-Ruiz, A. Moreno, F. Ot/dorL, C.

Viedma, D. Rondrn and F. Zautscher (1997).I. Chem. Educatton. In Press. F. Ot,tlora & J.M. Garcla-Ruiz. J. Crystal Growth 169

(1996) 361-367. F.OIAIora and J.M. Garcia-Ruiz J. Crystal Growth 169 11997) In Press.

2 J.M. Garc/a-Ruiz, A, Moreno. C. Viedma & M. Coll. Res. Bull. 28 (1993) 541-546. £M. Garcfa-Ruiz and A. Moreno. ,4eta Crystal.

DSO 11994) 483-490. J.M. Garcia-Ruiz. A. Moreno, A. Parraga & M. Coll. Acta Crystal D 51 11995) 278-281. J.M. Garcia-Ruiz, ,4..

Moreno. F. Ot:ilora. C Viedma. D. Rondon and F. Zaut_cher. ,I. Chem. Education. (1997) (In press). J.M. Garcia-Ruiz and A. Moreno,

J. Crystal Growth 169 (1996) 361-36". A. Moreno, D Rondon & J'.M. Garcia-Ruiz. J. Crystal Growth 166 11996) 919-924. F.

Olfilora & JM Garcia-Ruiz. J. Co'stal Growth 169 (1996) 361-367. F. Or/dora, J.M. Garcla-Ruiz y .& Moreno..I. Crystal Growth

168 11996) 93-98
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2. Results

2.1. Nucleation

Experiments in which the plug channel contains lysozyme solution produced a larger number of

smaller crystals than experiments in which buffer solution is used inside the plug. In the first case,

nucleation flux is very large at the plug channel, where concentrated salt and protein solutions meet. In

general, even for the experiments containing buffer solution in the plug channel, nucleation flux was

higher than expected. This fact is due to the short length of the protein chamber in the APCF. In

counterdiffusion experiments in which long enough growth chambers are used (as in the Gel

Acupuncture method:), the incoming of one

reactant is expected to produce a

supersaturation gradient along the growth

chamber resulting in a spatio-temporal

structuration of the supersaturation field. As a

result, crystals nucleate at different

supersaturation in different parts of the

systems and growth at different rates to

different final sizes. If the growth chamber is

too short for a given waiting time for

nucleation, precipitation takes place after the

homogenisation of the system that, therefore,

loss its spatio-temporai structuration.

Although FID200 reactors are the APCF

reactors with longer protein chambers (this

was the reason for selecting these reactors),

they proven to be short for the kind of

experiment proposed. Induction times for

lysozyme (figure 1) are long enough to

provoke nucleation after the almost complete

homogenisation of the salt concentration

i 20 o

Z
1

0

i , i - i • i • i - i • i , i , i - i - i - i • i • i - r -
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Figure 1. Nucleation flux versus time plot for Experiment 1L3.
The number of new crystalsobservedin each image acquired at
the given time is plotted versus the acquisition time. Maximum
nucleation flux is observedalter 51'5 hours, The shape of the
peak is asymmetric. The tail of the peak cannot be explored to
latertimes due to the large numberof crystals already In the f'mld
of view that avoidsclear recognitionof new nucleationevents.

inside the protein chamber, giving rise to a large number of crystals evenly distributed over the chamber

(figure 2). The expected spatial structuration of the nucleation flux is therefore masked by the apparently

homogeneous precipitation over the protein chamber due to salt homogeneisation. Even in this ease, the

effect is still observable, specially when only the early formed nucleus (after 47 hours) are taken into

account. Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of these first nucleation events into the protein chamber.

Nucleation flux in the direction of the salt gradient is

structured, displaying a maximum approximately at the

centre of the chamber. Some structure is also shown in the

perpendicular (v) direction, but this is probably due to the

presence of bubbles at the entry of the protein chamber

close to the corners (see figure 2).
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Figure 2: View of the experiment 1L3 57 hours
after activation.

Figure 3: Spatial distributionof the first nucleated crystals (circles)
inside the protein chamber. Cumulative nucleatio probabilitycurves
are projectedin the directionof bothaxis.
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2.2 Growth Rate

Image analysis methods has been used to study the growth rate of crystals. These methods has
been discussed in detail elsewhere 3. therefore only a brief description of the methodology is included

here. Six crystals has been selected from reactor IL3. Crystals in reactors 2R2 and 2R3 cannot be used
for this study because the first image is acquired after 91 hours, late after the nucleation in these
reactors. Time series for the growth history of the crystals selected are automatically cut and pasted to

have a single image displaying their gro_s"th history. From this image, shown in figure 4, the projected
area after form factor correction is obtained at each step. The square root of this projected area is used as

a representative lengthscale to be used in the absence of the crystal length perpendicular to a crystal face,

a figure not directly obtainable from the APCF image recording system.

i/IBM [IlilllHil

Figure 4: Collage of subimages displaying the growth history of the six crystals analysed. Frames are time aligned and start
at the image where the first nucleation is detected. Time series ends at a time where the number and size of crystals makes

unreliable the detecion of projected areas.

Figure 5 shows the square root of projected area (length) of the crystals versus the square root of
time plots for these crystals. These plots display large linear areas consistent with the dynamics of
diffusive transport. These linear regions are limited by an initial non-linear region in which growth rate
is controlled by the nucleation kinetics and a second non-linear region at late times due to the

exhaustion of protein concentration by the coalescence of the protein depletion zones around the

growing crystals.
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Figure 5: Time evolution of the crystal size for the six crystals Figure 6: Growth rate of the crystals analysed. A maximum
analysed. The central part of most of the curves are clearly growth rate exists at the end of the kinetics regime.

straight.

J.M. Garcia-Ruiz. F Ox;ilora (1997) ESTEC conmlct 11629/95,'NI:/JS final re'pot1. F.Olfilora and J,M. Garcia-Ruiz J. Crystal

Growth 169 (1997) In Press.
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Figure 6 shows the growth rate of the six crystals analysed. Maximum growth rates up to 140
AJsec are observed slightly after nucleation. These growth rates then slowly decrease towards zero. The

measured maximum growth rates, the initial regime of increasing growth rate and the time lapse
between maximum and close to zero growth rate are consistent with previous observation of flight
experiments 3as well as with on-ground observations.

2,3, Crystal movement

Crystals move during their growth. This movement has been studied by computing the centre of

mass of the projected area computed for growth rate measurements. Figure 7 shows the position of each
of the six crystals at equivalent times and a path interpolated between these positions. Average
displacement during the 28 hours period represented is 0.1 mm although displacements as large as 0.6
mm are observed.
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Figure7: Crystalmovementsduringthefirst28hoursofcrystalgrowth.Thepathshas beenrepresentedinsucha way
thattheyarecomparable:allplotscontainsa datapointatx=y=0.Thispointcorrespondstothesametimeinallpaths.

TO understand the origin of these displacements, the first important question is: Do all crystals
move in the same direction at the same time? This question addressesthe lengthsealc of the mechanism

giving rise to the crystal movement. If this mechanism is at the sub-reactor lengthscale (for example
some kind of convection), the direction of movement of different crystals is expected to be uncorrelatcd.
On the other hand, if the motion is related to mechanisms working at a suprareactor lengthsealc (for
example residual accelerations of the spaceship) crystals would move in the same direction. Although
from figure 7 the movement of crystals seems uncorrelated, a more systematic study undercover the

correlation of crystal movements. Taking the position of crystals in two consecutive images and
subtracting their x and y co-ordinates in each image, we get a displacement representing the direction
and velocity of movement during the period between images. Representing these vectors in a polar plot,
the head of the vectors corresponding to different crystals during the same time period must be grouped
if the movement of crystals is correlated, else they must be scattered. Such a plot is shown in figure 8,

each symbol represents a different time period. This plot showsa collective movement of the crystals,
the headsof the displacement vectors are close to each other, and this clustering of the data points seems
proportional to the net displacement: data points are more grouped for larger displacements (distance
from origin) than for smaller ones. This can be due to random errors during the measurement of the
crystal position or to the coexistence of two processesproducing crystal movements, one at a subreactor

lengthscale and of roughly constant strength and other of suprareac_or lengthseale and of varying
strength.
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Figure 8: Movement of crystals
inside the 1L3 reactor. Data
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We have tried to correlate these movements with acceleration data. To this aim, we contacted

colleges managing the ASTRE accelerometer measurements who kindly supplied us their data.
Unfortunately, when we start processing these records, no information was found for the time period we
were interested in. Later, it was confirmed that, from 174/16:00 to 175/00 the ASTRE data have been
lost. We are contacting now teams managing other accelerometers onboard STS-78 to get new
acceleration data.

2.4 Interferometry

Experiment IL3 was
selected to test the new Mach-
Zehnder interferometer installed

in the APCF and flown for the

first time during the STS-78
mission. During the first 15
hours, the average grey

intensity inside five image
windows was recorded at a rate

of 12 samples per hour (The

position of these windows is
shown in figure 9). Then the
whole interference pattern is
recorded at a rate starting at 5
samples per hour and
decreasing until the end of the

experiment.
Figure 9: Reference fringe pattern and position of grey value measurement

Each interferogram windows in experiment 1 L3.

carries only information on relative phase along the image. This phase must be corrected subtracting an
initial phase (derived from the pattern in figure 9) and folloxved during time to record phase increments

of 2n each time a new fringe crosses over a given pixcl or window. This phase is
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whereq_ois the initial phase difference (mostly due to slightly non-parallel reactor walls) and F is the
number of fringes that crossed over the pixel at (x,y) since the beginning of the experiment until time t.
This phase can be finally convened to salt concentration values multiplying it by a factor that linearly
relates the change in refraction index produced by a given change of concentration with this change in
concentration.

It is clear that, to evaluate concentrations using this technique, a spatial reference (initial status of

the system before inhomogeneisation) is needed to compute _ and a time reference (time series of grey
values at each pixel sampled at a frequency large enough to detect all the travelling fringes) is needed to

compute F. To have this time reference, laser illumination must be very stable because laser instabilities
produce random displacements of the fringe pattern that make impossible to evaluate F. Unfortunately,
during the LMS mission, the laser of the interferometer installed in the APCF was unstable, producing
frequent jumps of the fringe pattern. This fact was confirmed by people managing the APCF project.
This erratic jumps can be seen in figure 10 where the time history of the grey value inside three different
windows (see figure 9) is plotted.
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Figure 10: Time evolution for the first 15 hours of the average grey value inside three of the windows defined in figure 9.

The bottom plot show the grey value time evolution for the w5 window. This window is located

on the quartz glass of the reactor body. Therefore no change in grey value is expected in this window
during the experiment because the optical path at this position is constant. It can be clearly seen that this
grey value, related with the local phase, randomly jumps with time in an unpredictable way. This
instability destroysthe information on the number of fringes that travels over a given window. The two
top plots show the grey value evolution in windows w3 and w4, inside the protein chamber. This curves
should be sinusoidal-like waves(as can be seen in w3 and w4 from 3 to 6 hours) of variable frequency
related to the time derivative of salt concentration allowing the evaluation of the F function. This lack of

stability continues during the whole experiment as can be seen in figure 11, where the grey value at a
window on the glassbody (obtained from the full intefferograms recordedafter 15 hours) is plotted from
t= 15 hours to the end of the mission.
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Figure 11: Average grey value inside a window positioned on the glass body of the reactor for times covedng the whole

experiment. First day is at left bottom and last day at right top.

With these data, only relative information is available, that is: we only know the spatial

concentration gradient for each image without any knowledge of the Ume gradient (the concentration

change at a given point between two consecutive images). Therefore, w¢ cannot reconstruct absolute

concentration maps inside the protein chamber. Only relative concentration maps, i.e. maps of

concentration where an unknown offset is uniformly added to all concentration ,values can b¢ computed.

Two of such maps for the experiment 1L3 arc shown in figure 12 for one time before nucleation and a

time after nucleation of crystals in the protein chamber.

1
t = 47:04:58 t = 57:49:29

Figure 12: Relativeconcentrationmaps insidethe protein chamber Concentrationdifference between consecutivelines is 0.2
% w/v.

To improve the usefulness of these data we are currently trying to use external extra information

in order to recover2,' the lost time derivative information. Our approach consist in using simulation data

for this task. Simulations of diffusion-reactions systems have been developed in our laboratory during
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the last years 4. These simulations include one and three dimensional simulations of the APCF. Fitting
the experimental gradients to the simulated profiles for the same time, an estimation of the unknown

offset can be calculated. Figure 13 shows our preliminary data fitting for the interferometric data
obtained from an on-ground preliminary intcrferometry study performed inside the APCF flight model 5

to the salt diffusion profiles computed using a three dimensional simulation of the APCF. Although the
fit is very good, the use of this technique deserve further discussion in our laboratory.
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2.5. X Ray studies

Limit of resolution for these crystals has been measured at station W32 at LURE (Orsay, France),
the average resolution limit for the crystals analysed being about 1.25A. The use of flat capillaries inside

the protein chamber simplify the handling of crystals although some problems related to the sealing of
capillaries must be solved. One crystal grown inside them produced a diffraction pattern of higher
resolution than those grown without capillaries (1.15 A), but this result was not reproducible, therefore
there is no clear evidence of limit of resolution improvement using these capillaries.

Line profiles for diffraction spots at 3,_ resolution were measured in station D25b installed at the

positron storage ring DCI at LURE. This station is optimised for mosaicity measurement using

extremely low vertical divergence and bandwidth as well as a very high resolution goniometer. During
the experiments reported here, we used a four reflections (three of them symmetric) Si 111
monochromator (d=3.1353 A) oriented to reflect in the vertical plane. The wavelength was adjusted to
1.2 A (I 1.033°). The Nal scintillation detector was set at 20=22.07 ° (symmetrical setting) to record

diffraction spots having the same spacing than the monochromator. Using this combination of
monochromator and recording geometry, a total experimental width of only 0.8" is superimposed to the

measured peaks. All widths in this work are reported without correction for this experimental width.
Line profiles acquired were fitted as the addition of several (from 2 to 4) gaussian functions

Y = Yo +_l_xpl- -/--I Jw41r/ 2 k _, w ¢

4 F. Ot,4.1ora (1995) PhD Thesis, Univ. Granada. F. Olhlora & J.M. Garcia-Ruiz. J. Crystal Growth 169 (1996) 361-367. F. Ot,ilora and

J.M. Garcia-Ruiz. (1997) J. Crystal Growth. In Press. J.M. Garcia-Ruiz, F. Ot_ilora (1997) ESTEC contract 11629/95/NIJ/JS final

report

We are testing this technique using on-ground data rather than data from the LMS mission because laser was stable during the

experiment performed on-ground in the same conditions that the flight experiments and therefore we know the absolute concentration

profiles.
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whereYo is an offset (background noise level), A is the area (integrated intensity) of the peak, w is its

width and x¢ is the co-.ordinate of the maximum. Lorentzian functions has been also tested, but they
produce fits of lower quality.

Very small mosaicity values has been found. All peaks show non-corrected FWHM ranging from
10" to 20". All these peaks are fitted to the addition of 2 to 4 domain peaks. The width of these
components ranges from 4.5 to 15 arc seconds. Figure 14a shows a very narrow peak (FWHM = 10.5").
This crystal peak is composed of only two domain peaks, having widths of 6.1" and 12.3". The

integrated intensity of these domain peaks is 17165 for the narrow peak and 26311 for the wide one (a
ratio of 0.65). Figure 14b shows the profile of the same peak after closing the beam by adjusting the slits
while controlling the beam size and position using an X-ray camera in the path of the direct beam
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Figure 14:. Line profile of a diffraction peak from a space-grown lysozyme crystal, a) profile recorded when the whole crystal is
exposed. B) profile recorded exposing only the central part of the crystal,

through the crystal. This peak, records the contribution of the central part of the crystal. The position
and width o£ the two domain peaks is very similar (5.2" and 13.2"), but their relative intensity has
changed to 9131 for the narrow peak and 21858 for the wide one (a ratio of 0.42).
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Figure 15: Ratio of the integrated intensity

recorded exposing the whole crystal and only
the central pad versus the width of the

corresponding domain peak.

The volume of the crystal is composed of two

mosaic blocks although no conclusions can be derived in
terms on their nature and defect structure except that they
are not perfect mosaic domains and they are not

homogeneously distributed over the crystal, the parts of
lower quality being concentrated at the centre of the
crystal. This is reasonable since the growth rate of these
crystals changes with time as shown in chapter 2.2, being
faster at the beginning of the experiment (while the

centre of the crystal is growing). It has been previously
shown that the domains of different quality making up a
lysozyme single crystal are not homogeneously

distributed and that this inhomogenity can be caused by
differences in growth rates 6. Figure 15 shows the ratio

between the intensity of different domain peaks when
exposing the whole crystal and the intensity when only
the centre of the crystal is exposed versus the width of the

domain peak. This figure clearly shows that the intensity
reduction is larger for narrow peaks than for wider ones
and therefore that the average quality of he central zones
of the crystals is lower that that of peripheral zones.

Different crystals in the same experiment show
different number of domain peaks although the average

width of these components is in the same range. Figure 16a shows the line profile of a crystal from the

6 F. Ot,ilora, J.M. Garcia-Ruiz and .-L Moreno.../. Crystal Growth 168 (1996) 93-98.
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same experiment as that illustrated in figure 14. This profile has a FWHM of 13.8" and is composed of

four gaussians of widths 14.5", 8. t3", 6.4" and 4.6". After acquiring this profile we rotated the crystal

by 80 degrees (the limit of thc goniomctcr) and recorded another spot at the same resolution (3 A). This

peak is illustratcd in figure 16b. Large differences are observed between both crystal peaks. At first

sight, it is clear than the peak illustrated in figure 16b is wider (27.0"). This means that the mosaicity

(mean misalignment between mosaic blocks) and probably also the internal defect structure of each

block are anisotropic properties. The same domain peak, seen from different directions can show

different widths and therefore different heights (though the same amplitude) and the relative position of

these domain peaks change depending on the crystallographic directions, producing crystal peaks of

different width. Anisotropy in the width of domain peaks can be due to the accumulation of one of two-

dimensional crystal defects in a given direction, or by differences in the mechanic properties of the

crystal lattice giving rise to microbending (at the scale of several unit cells) of different amplitudes

depending on the orientation.
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Figure 17. Topography recorder from the spot whose profile is ilustrated
in figure 14. As faces and edges are observed, this spot is a very clear
projectionof the crystal.
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Taking into account that the

intrinsic width of a perfect lysozyme

crystal can be estimated _ to b¢ less

than 1" and that the experimental

width with the set-up used is about
0.8", a width of, at most, 1.8" can be

attributed to factors other than the real

mosaic spread of the samples. The

best domain peaks found (having a

width of about 5") must, therefore,
contain some kind of further defect

structure such as a given

concentration of discrete crystalline

defects or a continuous bending of the

crystal structure at the scale of a few

arc seconds. This second possibility
seems to be coherent with the

mechanical properties of protein

crystals and with the absence of sharp

domain boundaries in topography

(figure 17).

J.R. tlelliwell, J, Crystal Gro_lh 90 (1988) 259
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Conclusions

Nuclcation in tile expcrimcnts was highcr than expected. Studies performed after the flight and
the results prescnted here on time and space distribution of the nucleation flux support indicate that this
fact is due to a early homogenization of the salt concentration inside the protein chamber because of the

shortnessof that chamber. Although the final result is an almost equal probability of nucleation over the
whole chamber, taking into account only the first nucleation events, a spatial structure similar to that
observed in one dimensional counterdiffusion experiments is observed. This control on the spatio-

temporal distribution of non-constant nucleation flux inside APCF reactors has never been attempted
before this experiment Further experiments with lower protein concentration and, if possible, longer
protein chambers are necessaryto continue advancing in this direction.

Crystal size (length) versus square root of time for the crystals studied show linear zones during
most of the experimental time with two crossovers, the first one at the beginning of the experiment and

another close to he homogenization. This behaviour is interpreted as a result of the diffusion control of
the growth rate during the experiment after a first short stage controlled by nucleation kinetics. This
trend is broken when the protein exhaustion zones around growing crystals display important
overlapping. Maximum growth rates up to 0.05 ram/hour are observed slightly after nucleation.

Crystal movement has been observed at average rates of 3.6 _/h (maximum rate of 20 _/h). The
movements of different crystals are correlated, for a given time all crystals move in the same direction,

suggesting that they are produced by a mechanism operating at a lengthscale larger than the growth cell
such as residual accelerations of the spaceship. Another mechanism producing uncorrelated movements

of crystals at lower rates seems to be superimposed to the previous one. These random displacements can
be due to random errors in the determination of the crystal position or to a short lengthscale mechanism
(such as some kind of convection) operating inside the protein chamber. More measurements of crystal
movements are being performed to confirm the existence of this second mechanism.

Progresses with interferometric data have been difficult (and continue to be) because of technical
problems. The laser installed in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer was unstable during the mission,

cluttering the interferograms with random phase jumps. These data, as supplied, are unsuitable for
absolute concentration calculations inside the reactor, and our work is being concentrated in recovering
this reference information by using simulation of transport dynamics inside APCF reactors. Our first
results seems promising, with a good agreement between simulation and experiments, but they are still
under active development and discussion.

X-ray diffraction showed the very good quality of crystals, an average limit of resolution of 1.25
A has been observed. The use of flat capillaries reduces the crystal handling by getting rid of the

mounting step. Most of our work using X-rays has been devoted to an exhaustive study of mosaicity.

At a larger scale, very good lysozyme crystals seem to be composed of several slightly defective
mosaic domains, in a number ranging from two to four for the samples examined. Very small mosaicity
values has been found. All peaks show FWHM ranging from 10" to 20" and are composed by at least
two domains having FWHM as low as 5" (without correction). These values are comparable with those

found for crystals grown on-ground by the gel acupuncture method. Therefore, in this case no
advanlages seem to be derived from tile microgravity growth of lysozyme in terms of mosaicity. Since
mosaicity is mainly controlled by the density and nature of crystalline defects in the crystal and this
concentration is mainly a function of the growth rate, this result is consistent with the large initial

growth rates measured in crystal lysozyme crystal gro_slh experiments in the APCF and with the mixed
regime for lysozyme growth kinetics s that provokes large fluctuations in growth rate. This conclusion

cannot be interpreted, as a claim against microgravity experiments because no relation has yet been
demonstrated between mosaicity and limit of resolution and, from our results, it may even not exist.
More experimentation in microgravity crystal gro_1h is needed to complete our present knowledge on

this problem, including the systematic determination of accurate limit of resolution and mosaicity values
for different macromolecules growing under different kinetic regimes.

g
P.G. Vekilov, J.I.D. Alexander. F. Rosenberger. Phys. Rcv, E 54 (1996) 6650-6660.
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Mosaicilyisaninhomogencousandanisotropicproperty.Domainsof differentqualityarenot
homogeneously distributed. The ccnlral part of crystals analysed, that has grown at a faster rate,
accumulates the domains having higher mosaicity. We found large FWHM differences for peaks at the
same resolulion in the same crystal observed from different orientations. This proves that mosaicity can
be anisotropic. This anisotropy must be due to differences in the width of domain peaks contributing to
the shape of the whole peak or to differences in the relative position of these domain peaks. Further
enhancement in the mosaicity values is expected by using protein of very high purity. Our experiments
in microgravity (as well as those on-ground) has been performed using lysozyme from Sigma without

further purification. Tile influence of impurities will be tested and compared with that of other
physicochemical parameters.

Articles/presentations resulting from the flight

Our results on X-ray studies have been presented at the Spacebound 97 held in Montreal (May
1997) and will be published in the conference proceedings. Nucleation, growth rate and crystal
movements will be presented at the ECM-17 to be held in Lisbon (August, 1997) and are the subject of
an article in preparation to be submitted to Journal of Crystal Growth. Crystal movement result are being

used as part of an article on this topic to be submitted to Microgravity Sci.Technol. References are
collected in the following list:

F. Otfilora, B. Capelle, A. Ducruix and .I.M. Garcia-Ruiz (1997) "Characterisation of tetragonal
lysozyme single crystals grown in the sis-78 mission" oral communication presented in the
Spacebound97 Montreal, Mayo 1997.

F. Otdlora, B. Capelle, A. Ducruix and ].M. Garcia-Ruiz (1997) "The mosaicity of protein crystals
grown in normal and reduced gravity environments". Accepted for publication into the conference
Proceedings.

Otdlora, F., Rond6n, D., Novella, M.L. and Garcia-Ruiz, I.M. (1997) "Lysuzyme crystal growth in
microgravity. X-ray, image analysis and interferometric results from the APCF during LMS

mission." oral communication presented in the ECM-17 to be held in Lisbon, August 1997.

Ot:Hora, F., Rond6n, D., Novella, M.L. and Garcia-Ruiz, J.M. (1997) "Lysozyme crystal growth in
microgravity. X-ray, image analysis and interferometric results from the apcf during Ims mission."
In preparation, to be submilted to Journal of Crystal Growth.

• J.M. Garcia-Ruiz and F. Otdlora (1997) "Crystal movements during microgravity crystal growth

experiments" In preparation, Io be submitted to Microgravity Sci.Technol.
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Summary of the experiment and the accomplishments

The objectives of this set of experiments were concentrated on the technical and
phcnolnenological aspects of protein crystal growth in the APCF. Therefore, a well known protein,
lysozyme, was selected. Technical topics investigated were the new APCF Mach-Zchnder interferometer
available for the first time during this mission and new experimental settings for APCF reactors such as

the use of gelled solutions, the filling of the rotatory plug with protein solution and the use of a pack of
flat capillaries filling the protein chamber. Phenomenological studies include investigations on the
growth kinetics of lysozyme under counterdiffusion conditions in microgravity and the movement of

crystals during growth. Additionally, an in-depth study on the mosaicity of these microgravity crystals
has been performed including the comparison of these results with on-ground observations.

The underlying idea of this set of experiments was to get information on how the APCF performs
as a device for purely diffusive counterdiffusion experiments. In this framework, interferometry is useful

to control the dynamics of diffusive transport, gelled solutions can be used to control the time and space
gradients of supersaturation and the use of the rotatory plug as part of the growth chamber makes it
longer reinforcing the one-dimensional nature of the experiment. Nucleation flux and growth rate are a
function of the rich spatio-temporal behaviour of the system due to its out of equilibrium nature. The

movement of crystals during growth acts, in principle, as a limiting factor for the ideal diffusive
experiment and, therefore, must be studied and understood, but it can be used even as a beneficial

feature for crystal growth if it its predictable and manageable. The final output of the whole process are
the, hopefully, good protein crystals for structural analysis; here we tried the use of flat capillaries to

have pre-mounted crystals free of further mounting and handling and performed a exhaustive study on
the mosaicity of the crystals obtained, comparing the results from this mission with that from on-ground
experiments using one-dimensional counterdiffusion techniques and assessing the usefulness of this
value in tenns of crystal quality meassure.

Lysozyme crystals grown in a diffusive regime, although the out of equilibrium counterdiffusive

nature of the experiments was not fully exploited due to the shortness of the reactors that causes the
almost complete homogenisation of the protein chamber before nucleation. Crystals move during crystal
growth due mainly to small residual accelerations of the spaceship. The use of capillaries inside the

protein chamber is a beneficial feature that eli,ninates the need of further crystal handling. The
usefulness of interferometric data was compromised by laser instabilities. Mosaicity of the crystals
obtained is very good, although no significantly better than that of crystals grown on-ground by the Gel
Acupuncture method. In any case, mosaicity seems not to be directly correlated with the resolution limit
in diffraction studies.
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Introduction

Evidence has accumulated in the past years from a variety of experiments performed in microgravity, that

suggest reduced gravity conditions can diminish the deleterious factors and consequently improve the quality

and increase order for protein crystals (DeLucas et aL, 1986; 1989; 1991; DeLucas & Bugg, 1987; Erdmann et

al., 1989; McPherson etal., 1991). Macromolecular crystal growth experiments, using the T. thermophilus

AspRS expressed in E. coli (ttAspRS) and the plant sweetening protein, Thaumatin, were conducted on a US

Space Shuttle mission designated Life Microgravity Spacelab (LMS) mission STS-78, flown June 20-July 7,

1996. The studies were carried out using dialysis reactors of the Advanced Protein Crystallization Facility

(APCF) provided by Dornier Deustche Aerospace. The experiments in each device were performed at a constant

temperature during a complete mission elapsed time of 16 days. The fundamental objectives of this study was to

obtain crystals of protein in microgravity, to determine if the influence of microgravity affects crystal growth and

to observe any anomalies or enhancement in growth that may implicate a gravity effect.

Model Proteins

Thaumatin

Thaumatin is a monomeric protein from the African Serendipity Berry (Thaumatococcus daniellii)

valued for its intensely sweet taste and its use as a non caloric sweetener. It has a molecular weight of 21,500,

contains four disulfide bridges, and possesses a high degree of stability. It consists primarily of beta structure

organized in two associated domains. The structure was first determined in an orthorhombic crystal at 1.7

resolution (Ogata et al., 1992), and later in a second orthorhombic, a monoclinic, and a tetragonal crystal form

(Ko et al., 1994). The tetragonal crystal form, grown from tartrate, and refined to 1.7/_ resolution (Ko et al.,

1994) was that studied in these experiments. The mechanisms and kinetics of growth at the molecular level for

thaumatin crystals are among the most thoroughly characterized of any protein crystal (Malkin et al., 1996a;

Malkin et al., 1996b). Crystals can be grown in a conventional laboratory in 12 to 48 hours at room temperature

by a variety of methods. The crystals are of space group P41212 with a = b= 59 A and c = 158 A having a single

molecule as the asymmetric unit. The habit is that of a tetragonal bipyramid, often reaching linear dimensions in

the conventional laboratory greater than 1 mm. The crystals, which contain about 45% solvent, axe mechanically

robust. Their growth has been studied by a variety of physical techniques including interferometry (Kuznetsov

et al., 1995) and atomic force microscopy (Maikin et al., 1996a; Malkin et al., 1996b).

Aspartyl-tRNA synthetase

The vital and key step in the process of translating genetic information is the aminoacylation of tRNA

(Gieg6 et al, 1993). The enzymes that mediate this action are the aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases which catalyze

the addition of an amino acid to their cognate tRNAs (e.g. Schimmel & $611, 1979; Schimmel, 1987; Gieg6 et

al, 1993). Structurally, aaRS's exhibit a wide divergence shown by differences in their molecular size,

oligomeric state, modular and three-dimensional structures (Moras, 1992). Sequence analyses of all known

aaRS's have led to the categorization of these enzymes into two classes having each ten members (Eriani et al,

1990). The class distribution is correlated to the functional property of aaRS's and to their capacity to charge the

amino acid at either the 2'- or the 3'-hydroxyl group of the 3' end ribose (Fraser et al, 1975; Sprinzl & Cramer,

1975).
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Twoof the most well characterized class II synthetases are the aspartyl-tRNA synthetases from yeast and

Therrnus theromophilus. Structural information have been obtained for both of these enzymes and have found to

share common structural motifs (Ruff et al, 1991; Delarue et al, 1994). In particular, the aspartyl-tRNA

synthetase from T. thermophilus (ttAspRS) has been cloned, overexpressed in Escherichia coli, crystallized and

its structure determined to 2.5 A, resolution (Poterszman et al, 1993; Delarue et al, 1994). Orthorhombic crystals

of the ttAspRS can be grown out of precipitation with the space group P212t2_ with cell dimensions a = 61.4A., b

= 156.1 A, and c = 177.3 A, (Ng, et al., 1996). ttAspRS is a homodimer with each subunit having a molecular

weight of 66 kD and a polypeptide composed of 580 amino acids (Poterszman et al, 1993). This enzyme has

sequence and structural features that can be related to other AspRS's and class II aaRS's. A comparison among

seven known sequences of AspRS's has revealed a clear partition between eucaryotes and prokaryotes having

molecular features that are uniquely exhibited in the thermophilic enzyme which are not found in any of the

other known AspRS's (Poterszman et al., 1993). The crystallographic structure of ttAspRS revealed the first

atomic description of a prokaryotic AspRS and showed structural motifs that are specific to prokaryotes (Delarue

et al., 1994).

The most striking biochemical property of ttAspRS, as with most other thermophilic enzymes, is its

resistance to denaturation under high temperatures. It is relatively very stable in that it can sustain biological

activity at temperatures up to 80°C and is able to charge aspartate to its cognate tRNA at a wide range of

temperatures. This property makes ttAspRS a favorable model protein for crystal growth studies, in particular

for explaining effects of temperature. This is most interesting for studies on synthetases which axe relatively

unstable molecules in contrast to other proteins like lysozyme that are often studied under microgravity.

Materials and Methods

Proteins and chemicals

Preparation of Thaumatin

Thaumatin was purchased from Sigma (St Louis, MO). A single batch (Cat. N ° T-7638, lot 108F0299)

of dry protein powder was used. The protein was dissolved either in a buffer prepared with 0.1 M N-[2-

acetamido]-2 iminodiacetic acid (ADA) (Cat. N ° A-9883, lot 92H5635, Sigma) adjusted at pH 6.5 with NaOH or

in water (see Table 1). For crystallization, the precipitant stock solution was 1.6 M sodium DL-tartaric acid

(Cat. N°T-5259, lot I01H0695, Sigma) in 0.1 M ADA titrated with NaOH to pH 6.5. All solutions were

prepared with ultrapure sterile water (Fresenius, Louviers, France) and sterilized by filtration through 0.22 btm

pore size membranes (Millex, Millipore).

A concentrated stock solution of thaumatin was freshly prepared by adding 1 ml of ADA buffer pH 6.5

to 100 mg protein powder. After dissolution, the solution was centrifuged for 20 min at 15,000 g. The

supernatant was filtered through 0.22 _tm Ultrafree low binding membranes (Cat. N°UFC3 0GV 00, Millipore).

The protein concentration was calculated from the UV absorbance of a !/250 dilution using a molar extinction

coefficient of 28,270 (based on the tryptophan and tyrosine content).
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Isolation and purification of ttAspRS

The ttAspRS expressed in E. coli was purified with two chromatographic steps as described by Poterszman

et al (1993) with slight modifications. An attractive property of recombinant ttAspRS is that it is heat tolerant.

Crude bacterial cell extract can be exposed to elevated temperature, thus denaturing contaminant proteins. The

ttAspRS thus can be found exclusively in the soluble portion of the cell extract and use of denaturants is not

required for recovery at any stage. The ttAspRS enzyme can essentially be purified to more than 90%

homogeneity.

Crystallization apparatus and conditions used

We have utilized dialysis liquid diffusion reactors (DIA) for crystallization within the Advanced Protein

Crystallization Facility (APCF) developed by Dornier Deutsch Aerospace (Snyder et al, 1991; Bosch et al.,

1992) aboard the NASA Space Shuttle, Columbia (STS-78, mission LMS). The dialysis reactor consists of two

quartz glass blocks separated by a dialysis membrane. The upper block contains the protein solution (67 I11 or

188 /.tl ), the lower block, the salt solution. A cylindrical quartz glass plug containing also the salt solution

separates the salt and buffer chamber. Upon activation, the glass plug is rotated by 90°(2 so that all chambers

become open and all volumes then come into contact. Likewise, the plug is rotated back during deactivation

before returning to earth. Reactors for space and ground controls were prepared in exactly the same manner and

had undergone the exact same transport and pre-launch conditions (this included any delay launch time as well).

The DIA ground control reactors were activated for the same period of time as the ones that were launched in

space in parallel with the time of flight. Two 67 gl reactors were used for the crystallization of ttAspRS and two

188 I.tl reactors were used for thaumatin. The contents of the reactors and the crystallization conditions are

described in Table 1.

The APCF was activated several hours after a microgravity environment was achieved, and deactivated

(the stopcocks rotated in reverse) a few hours before reentry. Duration of activation of the crystallization

reactors under the microgravity environment was 16 days for this mission. Following the mission the dialysis

cells were immediately examined, photographed, and X-ray diffraction analysis initiated.

Crystallographic methods

Three dimensional X-ray data were collected at the EMBL Outstation DESY, Hamburg, Germany on

beam line XI 1 using a MAR Research image plate. Complete data sets of the protein crystals grown on LMS

and the corresponding earth controls were obtained using crystals of same size and volume. Data were collected

at 20°C with crystal-to-detector distance of 250 mm. Oscillation angles of 0.5 ° were used with an X-ray

wavelength of approximately 0.91]k with exposure time varying from 20 to 30 sec. Data collection was

evaluated on line with the programs DENZO and SCALEPACK (Otwinowski & Minor, 1996) at the DESY

synchrotron station. Both earth and microgravity grown crystals were collected to 2.0 _ with R,m, , ranging

from 0.023 to 0.435 for ttAspRS. Similarly, earth and microgravity grown crystals of thaumatin were collected

to 1.6/_ with R_m._ ranging from 0.021 to 0.175 for reflections having an I/_ greater than 3.
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Themosaicities of ttAspRS and the thaumatin crystals, obtained under both ground and space growth

conditions, were evaluated by measuring the rocking widths for selected reflections presented as the full width at

half maxima (FWHM) (Helliwell, 1988). Crystal mosaicity yields the angular dispersion of the crystal blocks

characterizing the crystals and in turn reflects the intrinsic crystal order (Weisgerber & Helliwell, 1993). Space

and earth grown crystals of the same volumes were mounted in standard glass capillaries. Data for mosaicity

measurements were recorded by using a CCD detector on beamline CRG BM2 (D2AM) at ESRF, Grenoble,

France. This particular synchrotron beamline produces a highly collimated, intense radiation of very low

divergence and minimal _X/_,. The critical energy was 19.5 keV with a focused beam of 0.3 mm diameter at the

sample with a maximum vertical divergence of 0.15 mrad and a maximum horizontal divergence of 9.0 mrad

(Ferrer et al., 1996; personal communication). The intensity of the full beam was about 1011 ph/sec at 0.98/_

wavelength with an energy resolution, _/X, of approximately 10 -4. Direct monochromatic measurements were

obtained by recording data over oscillation ranges of 0.5 degree for indexing of reflections and subsequently an

oscillation angle of 0.003 degrees with 0.2 degrees of crystal rotation at 10 seconds exposure per frame. The

data for mosaicity analysis were processed with XDS and images of the intensities visually observed and

quantitated with MARVIEW (Kabsch, 1988a, 1988b).

Reflections were measured in the vertical plane with respect to the direct beam so that a fully recorded

reflection can be expressed as:

_0r = y + r I + (_SX/X)tan0

where (p is the reflecting range, 7 is the mean divergence in the plane defined by the direct and the diffracted

beams, 1"I is the crystal sample mosaicity, _, is the average wavelength of the X-ray beam and 0 is the Bragg

angle of the reflection (Snell et ai., 1995; Ferrer et al., 1996). The values of T and _L were minimized in this

study by considering only reflections located in the vertical plane including the incident beam and those at low

resolution. The measured FWHM value has the instrument resolution function value IRF (0.15 mrad or 0.009 °)

deconvoluted out. The profiles presented here were not corrected for Lorentz broadening.

Results and Discussion

Visual and microscopic observations

Crystals were observed in the two dialysis reactors containing thaumatin and only in one reactor

containing the ttAspRS for microgravity. All of the corresponding dialysis reactors activated as ground controls

for both proteins contained crystals. There was a clear increase in average and largest sizes of crystals grown by

dialysis in microgravity compared with ground controls. For thaumatin the number and sizes of crystals from the

dialysis reactors were assessed with an optical microscope and are summarized in Table 2. Each of the space

flight reactors contained more than 1000 crystals having an average size range of 0.4 (Fig !) The corresponding

ground control reactors contained about twice the number of crystals having an average size range of 0.3 mm.

In the space reactor containing ttAspRS, three huge crystals were found in the protein chamber in the

midst of precipitation measuring over 3 mm in its longest dimensions in size accompanied with some very small

crystals. However, the corresponding ground controls contained only very few crystals also with no more than
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twotothreein each reactor having the largest size of about 2mm in length. Even though ttAspRS crystals

obtained from both space and earth grown environments were relatively large, the crystals grown in microgravity

were exceptionally large (Fig 2).

Visually, the quality of the crystals of both proteins obtained from space, particularly those growing

free of any surfaces, and including the largest, was very high. They appeared virtually flawless, with no

observable imperfections, striations, or habit anomalies. Crystals attached to the cell walls (and which

presumably nucleated there) did show defects near the sites of growth initiation but became flawless as growth

proceeded into the bulk solution.

X-ray intensity measurements

X-ray diffraction data were collected from a total of three thaumatin crystals grown in microgravity.

The data were merged to form a single data set. We have compared individual crystals grown in space and on

earth in similar APCF cells. In all measurements, the amount of data greater than 3_ (the average I/_ in all

resolution ranges) was better for the microgravity crystals than for the earth controls. Both earth and space

crystals diffract easily beyond 1.6 /_, with the inclination of the space grown crystal to extend to higher

resolution. A quantitative comparison in the high resolution range 2.1-1.6 /_ of a representative crystal from

space and earth having the same size and volume is shown in Fig. 3. The data show reproducibly a significant

increase of the I/c ratio for the space grown crystals over all the resolution range investigated (Ng, et al., 1997).

In the same manner three-dimensional intensity data were collected from two ttAspRS crystals grown in

space (one of these is shown in figure 2). Figure 4 shows the distribution of observable data, I/_ greater than 3

compared to its corresponding earth-grown crystals. For the resolution range studied, space grown crystals yield

as much as 93% more diffraction intensities than the control crystals grown on earth. However, at the resolution

limits, the diffraction intensities of the earth and space grown crystals were only marginally different.

Mosaicity measurements

Fig. 5 and 6 presents typical mosaicity profiles of representative reflections from both space and earth

grown crystals of thaumatin and ttAspRS respectively. The reflection profiles lie in the vertical plane of

diffraction at approximately 4 ,_ resolution and their intensities were normalized for direct comparison. In the

case of thaumatin, the curves appear coarse, displaying numerous shoulders, particularly in the latter portions of

the profiles (Fig. 5). For all reflections, such irregularities were present, suggesting that the local features of the

profile could be reflective of intrinsic properties of the crystal.

Each set of reflection profiles of the space and earth grown crystals were averaged and Gaussian fits of

the sets of profiles were calculated (solid lines). Full widths at half maxima (FWHM) of the Gaussian curves

were measured and in the case of thaumatin, the FWHM was 47 millidegrees (0.047 deg) for a crystal grown on

earth (panel A) compared to 18 millidegrees for the space crystal (panel B). The difference in mosaicity between

space and earth grown ttAspRS were much more dramatic showing the ttAspRS crystal from space to be about 8

times less mosaic than its corresponding earth control (Fig 6).

Notably, in all the reflections of all the space thaumatin grown crystal mosaicity profiles analyzed, a

principle shoulder is observed in the beginning of the profiles while the end of the profiles remain very smooth

and the curve diminishes sharply. We have no clear explanation for this observation. It may be possible that
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theseshouldersareindicativeofsomedegreeof twinningin thecrystalorduetootherdefectsnotdetectedby
low-magnificationvisualmicroscopyproducedduringstorageor transportontheground.Thisphenomenon
contributestothenon-symmetricalfit oftheGaussiancurves.Inourmeasurements,theGaussianplotsarefitted

totheprinciplepeaksinwhichtheFWHMswereevaluated.Wehaveonlyconsideredtheprinciplepeakatthis
instanttorepresenttheactualmosaicityprofileforthespacegrowncrystals.Evenif theshoulderwidthswere
includedin themeasurementof theFWHM,thevaluewouldstillbesignificantlylessthanthatof theearth
growncrystals.

Consistently,reflectionsfromcrystalsgrownin microgravityfrombothspacemissionsdisplayed
narrowerpeaksof greateramplitude.Thisis likelyaconsequenceof reduceddiscretedefectsanddislocations

comparedto crystalsgrownonearth.Therelativeintensityandpeakwidthdifferencesof averagedprofiles
measuredfromreflectionsderivedfromspaceandearthgrowncrystalspresentedin Fig.5 and6 typifythe
mosaicityof thaumatinandttAspRScrystalsobtainedonearthandin space.Tables3 and4 summarizethe
mosaicityevaluationsofthespaceandearthgrowncrystals.

Conclusion

The results presented here for thaumatin and ttAspRS crystals grown in microgravity reinforce the

conclusions of other reports based on different macromolecules that a microgravity environment can provide

unique advantages (Gieg6 et al., 1995). In these experiments the microgravity grown crystals were consistently

and significantly larger, and substantially more defect free as judged by direct visual inspection. The resolution

limit of the diffraction pattern, the I/t_ ratio as a function of the Bragg angle, and the mosaic spread of crystals

are generally agreed to reflect both the degree of internal order and the long range defect structure and its

distribution within the crystal. That is, they serve as measures of the average statistical disorder of the molecules

about the lattice points, as well as the extent of local but severe disorder introduced by defects such as

dislocations, stacking faults, point defects or incorporated foreign material (Malkin et al. , 1996a). All of the

data presented here, both intensity distributions and mosaic spread measurements, imply a higher degree of

internal order, a lower defect density, and a reduction of severe faults for crystals grown in the absence of

gravity.

Similar results, based on intensity data for microgravity grown crystals of several proteins, have been

reported previously (DeLucas et al., 1989; Day & McPherson, 1992; Koszelak et al.,1996), and comparable

results based on mosaicity measurements have been presented for others (Snell, Weisgerber & Helliwell, 1996).

Our conclusion is that they are mutually supportive and complementary, and both suggest the same conclusion,

that crystals grown in microgravity can be significantly improved in their diffraction properties when compared

with those grown on earth.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Crystals of thaumatin grown in microgravity. The average size of the crystals were

approximately 0.4 turn in the longest direction seen directly in the protein chamber of the APCF reactor

Figure 2. Crystals of the ttDRS grown in microgravity (upper panel, A) and on earth (lower panel, B).

a) d) A) The biggest crystal measured to be 3.3 mm x 2.5. This crystal was carefully removed from the
APCF reactor chamber, washed with a sodium formate wash buffer and placed on a glass cover slip for
visual evaluation before the x-ray analysis. B) The control crystals grown on earth measured up to 2.0 mm

x 1.1 mm. One of the crystals was transferred into a glass cover slip and carefully rinsed with a sodium
formate wash buffer to remove the precipitated debris for observation before mounting into a capillary

glass tube for x-ray analysis.

Figure 3. Graphs of the intensity (I) versus estimated error (if) ratio as a function of resolution (sin20/% 2)

for thaumatin earth and space grown crystals analyzed by synchrotron sources. The graphs are presented

as modified Uff over resolution where the value of I/_ 's are the effective "signal-to-noise" for the

diffraction pattern at the resolution corresponding to the respective (sin20/_ 2) values.

Figure 4. Graph of the intensity (I) versus estimated error (o) ratio as a function of as a function of

resolution (4sin20/_, 2) for ttDRS earth and space grown crystals analyzed by synchrotron source. For the

resolution range shown, space grown crystals yield as much as 93% more diffraction intensities (>3o) than

the control crystals grown on earth. However, at the maximum resolution limit, the diffraction intensities
of the earth and space grown crystals were only marginally different.

Figure 5. Profiles of three representative reflections (17 -1 23), (-2 12 12), and (16 -10 5) at 4 A were

each evaluated from an earth (A) and space grown thaumatin crystal (B) studied for LMS. Reflections
were obtained in the vertical diffraction plane such that the rotation axis was horizontal and perpendicular

to the X-ray beam. Each set of reflection profiles for space and earth grown crystals were averaged and
Gaussian fits of the sets of profiles were calculated (solid lines). The Gaussian plots were fitted to the

principle peaks in which the FWHMs were evaluated. Only the principle peak is considered to represent
the actual mosaicity profile for the space grown crystals. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a
Gaussian fit for each profile was measured and its value deconvoluted out by the instrument resolution
function value, IRF (0.15 mrad or 0.009°). FWHM values are indicated by short horizontal lines in the

profiles and they show that the space grown crystal are about 2.5 times less mosaic than that of the earth
grown. The intensities shown are normalized and the actual peak intensities measured to 250,000 counts

per 0. l seconds for the space crystal. In contrary, the spot intensities corresponding to the same reflections
for the earth crystal were approximately two times less. Panel C shows a relative comparison of the
averaged mosaicity profiles from an earth to a space grown crystal for the same reflections.

Figure 6. Profiles of three representative reflections (14 8 9), (4 33 -13), and (-14 5 -7) at 4 ,_ were each

evaluated from an earth (left panel) and space grown ttDRS crystal (right panel). Reflections were obtained
in the vertical diffraction plane such that the rotation axis was horizontal and perpendicular to the X-ray
beam. Each set of reflection profiles for space and earth grown crystals were averaged and Gaussian fits of
the sets of profiles were calculated (solid lines). Only the principle peak is considered to represent the

actual mosaicity profile for the space groan crystals. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of a
Gaussian fit for each profile was measured and its value deconvoluted out by the instruments resolution
function value, IRF (0.15 mrad or 0.009°). The intensities shown are normalized and the actual peak

intensities measured to 570,000 counts per 0.1 seconds for the space crystal. In contrast, the spot intensities
corresponding to the same reflections for the earth crystal were approximately 19 times less.
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Table 3. Mosaicity Characteristic of Ground and Space Grown

Thaumatin Crystals.

Crystal

FWHM (mdeg)

Deviation (mdeg)

Number of spots

Earth 1 Earth 2 Space 1 Space 2

54 47 21 18

5 5 3 5

5 3 5 3

The presented FWHM values have the instrument resolution function value deconvoluted out.
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Table 4. Mosaicity Characteristic of Ground and Space Grown

ttAspRS Crystals.

Crystal Earth I Earth 2 Soace I SDacf 2

FWHM (mdeg) 68 64 12 8

Deviation (mdeg) 5 5 3 2

Number of soots 5 3 4 3

The presented FWHM values have the instrument resolution function value
deconvoluted out.
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The complex system of(ryslallisation is the major bottle-rock to obtaining high qtality X-ray diffacting

prtXein crystals. It is hypothesised that by reduchg the number ofparameters which intlu_ace the crystal growth
system it wnuld be easier to understand, and therelSre adapt and control the system to produce better quality

crystals. In partioalar that microgavity might well reduce mosaicity hdicatix¢ of a longer rmge 'coherem_ length'
ordomain size, ove r earth grown countapatts, thus r_lishag the lxrfmt protein crystal limit _. Microgravity protein

crystal growth negates the buoyancy etf_cts ofcon_ction and sedimentation, leaving undisturbed diffusion kinetics

to dominate solutal fhfid fowl, Microgravk'y protein aystal growth is th_fa_ amethod oftedudng the number

ofparameters which can adxcrsdy influence the growth of highly perf_ pmteh crystals. With this in mind, the

two mah a_ns of the experknents we petf_m_ on the LMS mission were to cxnduct analyses oflx)th the protein

crystal growth medium in micro_-avity and of the quality ofthe resulthg aystals.

It has been shown that in the mar ideal oystal g_wth environment ofmiotsgrm, ity, lysozyme aystals

grow to give the most periet internal order yet olzetxcd in aprotein crystal 2'3, whereby the mica_gravity crystals

we_ signifc_tly better than earth g_wn controls, This _sult has bern confined with other proteins, although
not to such a degrm ofpeffection (. The aim then of this work is to unde_tand to a better degree the crystallisation

process in mioogravity and in _ture to apply the lessons learnt, about e.g. crystallisation geommy, g-jitter

stebil_ s or crystallisation conditions, to lhttre missions.

Our investigation frstiy amtted m crystallisation solutal kinetics, using Mach-Zehn(_r intett%txnetry.
The aim ofwhiah was to monitor the solutal mo_ments via _orrdation with charges in the gradimt ofmtaXi_¢

in&'x in the observed area. Charge Coupled Device (CCD) video was also used to veri_ the positional stability of

the crystals during growth, whffaby a compadsen ofth¢ growth rates and movemmts ofaystals could be made
with previous microgravity expffimmts _-s

Secondly, an X-ray analysis inxcstigating mosaicity (rocking curve), recip_al space mapping, and

topogr_hy of the resulting crystals was undertakert The perfection ofthe crystals is being compared between
microgmvity g_wn, and ¢mth grown, and also with crystals obtained _m previous missions 2.x6.9

oo  i mi qxdm 
Ground control experimmts were conducted during the missim. The ¢ryslallisations were set up at the

same th,ne, and using the sane solutions, as those ofthe missim. All paranaetets were lcpt as identical as

possible to the mia'ogmvity c2se, although a tempwam_ stability during growth of2(B:0.1 °C was not possible,
and +1 °C was used.

Intm'trometric ground control crystallisafions we_ carded out at Domier GmbH using the APCF-

Engine_'ing Model. These experknents were prepa'ed using exactly the same protocol as the microgravity

missiott

II-eng6II
Four lysozyme aystallisations were caa'ied out in mic,ogra¢ity, and four identical experiments were

conducted as ground controh dudng the period of the mission. Two crystallisation contttions vv_re used, om

with ahigher precipitmt oonc._tration, and om with a7 % lover precipitant concmtration. The ctystallisations

used dialysis geometry, containing 541 p.1 ofp_cipitant, 59 ktl ofbuffer and 188 ktl cfptoteha solutions. Two

microgtavity rmctors (reactors 7 md 9) were monitored using Mach-Zehnder interfetometry md CCD video, the
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other two microgravity reactors wee n_t visually monitored dtaing the mission. All remtors pnxtuoed crystals,

some of which _ sub.L_ Umt!y _ys_l using vario'_s X-_ sou_.

ExalxlbnotM,T Zetrder    n'aer
Ofthetwo reactors monitoaxt using Mach-Zdmd_r interferometry, ore (_actor 7) coutahaed the slightly

higher predpitmt concentration so it was monitored at a slightly faster rate. Due to time constnints on digitally
re_rdhg the images (about 4 minutes per whole imege), whole _at_ were not ableto be cx/lected for the

first 15 hours ater APCF mtivaticn, hstead 2 windows were defined (wl and w2 in figure 1), v,hich monitoaxt

the ave'age grey value at 4 and 6 minute intervals for reactors 7 md 9 respectively. A_er 15 hours, intefferqgrmm
reeordhg the whole reactor were c.dlected at 11 mhute intervals f_rboth reactors (fgmre 1).

Unf_aunatdy lhe laser was unsteady, md a eombinaion ofmode switchhag and loss ofmtemity

ocom_ throughout the mission. This _as problematic, especially m the list 15 hours, when _vmge grey values
we_ the only method ofanalysis. Consequently, frhgas we_ p_baUy missed in that lm'ioct However, a mo_

complete analysis is possible with the whole inter_rograms collected alter the 15 hour point, although, these also
ha_ been affected by the problematic laser (_ur¢ 2).

There was, however, enough datato suggest some very interesting results. Firstly, the direction offrtage
movement revevaxt at about the 8 hour point in both reactors, and then agah at the point that crystals become

visible in the CCD video mmitoring baween 25 and 31 hems (depending on the position within the protein

chamber)(figure 2). Compared to thesolita_y reversal k_ ftingemo_ment dkvclion presmt in the ground control
experiments _°, this is a smprising result which should be looked at mole closely. It suggests that a ditfemat pre-

and post- nucleation pa_ess o_'urs in micaogr_ity compared to the e_th flown case. We me at present also

modelling the effects cfa diffisiou dcminsted crystallisation expeimmt.

Finally, the whole protein chamber interfemgrams demonstraed the stability oftlt_d withh microgravkT
crystallisation by showing an elect that is ra'ely sere using Mach-Zehnder intertroma W on earth. Depletion zones
are visible around growing crystals (_ure 3).

E nofCCDvi 
The two rea:tors that _ monitored using interfemmelry _we also monitoaxt using CCD video.

Images of the whole protein chamber were taken at me f_cal length position evay 2 hours begiming 15 hours

a_er activation ofthe APCF (MET 0'21:17) for reactor 7. in reactor 9 the first image was taken afer 90 hours of

APCF activation. In our two previous missions, we had mt yet had such a chance before to analyse sucha high

frequerg7 cfCCD video images, and covering the whole protein chamber. This is a major step forward in
capability and was important (see below).

Previously, in our CCD video mmitored experimmt on Spacelvb-I a bulk movement ofcrystals was
noted at the time that the EURECA satellite was retriexed (unpubli_aed results) In the IML-2 mission, we

tracked 3 crystals movhag over40 minute pa'iods s, but due to the nwrow fidd of view, and 8 hour lime delay
between groups of images, our analysis of these crystal movements was _estricted.

It was exciting therefore to analyse images from LMS that viewed the whole protein chamberand at a

much higher frequency. Crystals became vis_le at varyhg limes th_ughout the reactor, with the _st crystals

visible 25 hours 37 minutes afer APCF activation. We rated sigaificant crystal movements (figures4 and 5)

th_ughout the mission, whereby nudealion events occuaed throughout the chamber but v,ere very quickly
followed by a global sedimentation drif towards the top ofthe reactor. The only crystals that remained in their
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nudeafionpositionswerethosethat grow m the cl_,nber walls. By following 20 difmmt aystals for the periods

that they could be acctratdy trachxt (figure 5), suddm global movements 0ould be seen, in additim to the steady

drit, at the 76, 102 and 145 hourpoints, as well as many other t_nes. Thetotal d'it distance, fir all 20 crystals

analysed, overtime periods ranging fom 24 to 260 horns, Imaged between 0.42 and 3.38 mm with an average
speed of--0.004 miffons / second (i.e., 40A/second). The sudden movements were much larger;, total distances
travelled being --0.2 mm in -2 hours, i.e., --0.03 microns / second, 300 ./k / second).

We have also pleviously described file monitoring ofcrystal growth rates s'6and correlation ofsptrts and

lulls h these growth rates with astronaut exetcisepetiod_ It is possibleto perfirm this analysis from the images
we have, and we will do this in the fature.

Rdabnt) eata'wmk andfe

CCD video _f3 previous protein crystal growth micmgravity missiom, Spacdaab-l, IML-2 and the

EURECA satdlite, deafly shows that crystal movements are atf_ed by the geometry ofcrystal grov,th apparatus,
and the quality ofthe mierogravity. DrN.E Chay_ i glew Apocmstmyanin C_ crystals on the IML-2 (STS-65)

Shuttle mission ushg a vapour ditfisim geometry. The crystals clearly showed cyclic motim at a speed of 2

miffons / second throughout tMir growth, akin to that exl_'ted _om Marangoni con_eetionS.This v,ork, ag_eing

with the theo_ i, highlighted major anxieties with protein crystal grovah ha m icrogravk3, using the 'hanging

drop' technique (which incorporates a liquid - vapour phase bound,w). Lysczyrne crystal growth using the

dialysis membrane technique onb- lrd the Spmehab-I (STS-57) and IML-2 Shuttle missions sho_ed _elatively

small, but significant, crystal mo_rnents as descrtmd abo_e. I-bwever, these results clearly show that the dialysis

tedmique (which has no liquid- v_pour phase boundary)produces a much mo_e stable envirorrnmt fDrpr_ein

crystal growth than the vapour diffusion t_mique. We have also analysed lrotein ffystal growth orbo_tl an

unmanned platftrm, ct-Cmstacyar_n was grown on the ESA's EURECA satellite using a liquid-liquid _e

interfam _ffusion geometry (ggain ineorlxrathg no liquid - vapour phase boundary) by Dr P.F. Z_al_cy ii. We

noted that for long periods oftimethe _ tloatitg ffyslals grew without moving 7, and were only disturbed by

failures ofthetemperaure control system. Theresults obtained fom the I.MS mission reinfirce, and expand upon,

the results obtained pzeviously. We are attempting, at present, to link crystal mo_rnents observed durklg the

LMS mission to gravitational amelwations alining the mission. This is overall withit the context oftrying to
comistently adaie_ proteit crystal quality impro_.'rnents through the harnessing ofmiffogmvity 9.

X.ayam of  
Synchrotron X-ray analyses were cagied out at the NSLS usitg beamline X26C. A variety ofmetheds

were used to analyse anumber of'crystals. Crystal mosaic spread meastm_ents by use ofro&ing curves is an
in&cator ofthe internal physical per_ction present t. The addition ofm analyser crystal between the sample and

detector enables reciprocal space mappitg ofoL the sample axis, and (o', the analyser axis _2. RecilroCal space

maps in one axis provide a measure of pure mosalcity elects (volume and orientation), and in the other axis strain

effectg In combination with the technique of X-ray topography _3, a very _ely detailed pictme of a single rdleaion

can be obtained to produce an it-depth knowledge ofthe ovwall internal order of the _ystal. We oondmted such

data collections on a number ofcrystals at the NSI.S, the malysis of which is still in progress, although two
examples are shown here (figure 6).

Biophysics Section, Blackett laboratory, Imperial CollegeofScience, Technology md Medidne,
London. SW7 2BZ UK

" Royal Holloway, University ofLondon, Egham, Surrey TW20 0EX UK.
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UsingtheManchest_X-raysource,R-AXIS areadetectoranda varietyofprocessingpackages,two
similarc_tals_ onegrownontheLMS mis#_gn,andoneusingthe sameconditions_buton mrt___ce m___ .....

signal to noise optimisation especially figues 3c and 4) and hence, the dataquality (Rm=_, FO) _e essentially
idmticd. For the LMS microgravity grown lysozyme crystal the datacollection protocol was as follows: 60° of
0.75 ° oscillations at a distance of250 mm using 30 mimte exposures, 811owedby 60° of 030 ° oscillations at a

distance of 300 mm using 20 minute exposures. For the earthgrown crystal the datacollection protocol was
identical, and then in addition 60° ofl.5 ° osdilatiom at a distanceof 450 nan using 4 mhute exposmes ,,,ere
reoorded.The I_MS crystal was 0.50 x 0.50 x 0.35 mm (0.0875 ram_) and the earthcortrol crystal was 0.70 x
0.50 x 0.45 mm (0.1575 mm_).

Resolution
99.00 - 4.1 ¢
4.19 - 3.33

3.33 - 2.91
2.91 - 2.64
2.64 - 2.45
2.45 - 2.31

LMS

2.02 - 1.95

Rmerge
0.054
0.06_1

Completeness
95.1;

0.093

98.8

99.;

LMS Groun(

99.6

R merge
0.05(_
0.064

IControl

0.09

Completeness °A
98.8
99.2

0.07E 0.07 97.1

0.08E 99.6 0.08 97.5
0.093 99.9 0.09 96.6

97.7

2.31 - 2.19 0.09 s 99.3 0.097 96.9
2.19 - 2.10 0.105 98.1 0.10E 96.1

2.10 - 2.02 0.12 94.3 0.11E 94.9
92.10.13E

0.16E
0.18E

1.95 - 1.89
1.89- 1.83
1.83 - 1.78

88.8
77.3
66.5
62.1
54.5

45.1

85.5

1_78 - 1.74
1.74 - 1.70

Overall

0.23 c

0.13£
0.163
0.187

88.7
81.4

0.24¢3 70.9
0.25_= 64.3

0.34zl 56.1
0.271
0.393

0.072 0.06_ 88.8

Table 1. X-raydatasets collected on I_MS and I.MS groundcontrol lysozyme crystals on the
Mamhester R-AXIS weadetec_orusmg aMoFax anode(X = 0.71 _ wavelength). Overall I/o forthe LMS

crystal = 15.7 and forthe ground control mystal = 16.5. IdenticalX-ray gmemtor(RU200 rotatinganode)po_="
settings were used)

Lessam farfmre rri rs
There were problems cxperimced with the irtcrEmmctry side ofthe experimentand whidi fell under two

caL=gorlcs.Fi=tly, an unstable laser ovcthcattxt many times wher¢_ wavelength shifts (and chmgm in the
in_,frometric pattern) and intensity losses v_r¢ ¢xpfficnced. The grey-scale data collection (bef)m 15 hours) and

many ofthe whale ht_ were tmdffed much mole omaplicatM for analysis. Secondly, the lack ffwhole
int_rftrogmms collecting data over the important, and unusual, periodbcfnm 15 hours should be addressedin a
_ture mission.

The CCD video malysis of the LMS crystallisationsshow a signilicmt crystal ckit within the Shuttle
(also seen on the IML-2 missionS). This is in contrastwith protein crystal growth experiments that took place
onboardthe EURECA satdlite wMre com#etdy stationary crystal growth was observed forlong periods _fthne 7.

The comparison of these sets of CCD video results points towards proteh ctystallisations _vnducted onhoard
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unmanned platftrms as a more stable environment. Nevertheless the overall ckif speed o('40 b, /second

presumably is tolerable but will be of interest to those investigators modelling the physical chemistry ofprotein
crystal growth. Hoover; the sudden jumps of--0.2 rran over 2 hour pa-iods (i.e., 0.03 microns / second, 300 A /

second) due prmumably to sudden gziitm" c[sttrbances, is a mere serious anxiety fir realising the best quality

protein crystals.

Ouaalcaxl rs
As well as the dynamics ofthe t'inge reversal, moue microgravity crystals were made available and

allowed the X-ray malyses, thus consi&na_y octending our eazlier work.
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valuemeasuringwindows aremmked asw! and w2, and thew_te stripindicatesthearea_ys_ in_re 2.

Figure 2 : Analysis oflhe movenent offringes within the white strip shown in figure 1. The average
grey value ofpixels in x within the white strip has been obtahed and shown here as asingle p/xeL The height (y)

is uncl'enged fur both sets ofp/xeis. This figure shows an ovcwiew ofthe movements offr_ges within the whit_

strip _¢er 34 houm Dk_ion offing_ movement _al occurs betwem 25 (R) and 31 (R') hours (depmding on

lafitu_ within the chamber) ca_lating with the frst crystals be_mhg visible (at which time there is a loss of

defnition in the fing_ pattern experi_c.ed). The effmt of laser instability is deafly seen as large jumps in the tinge
pattern, and also as pale strips.

Fi_tre 3 : Shows the merging ofan intert_gram and aCCD video imagetaken with a3_ minute

in_'val betwem the imageg A pm_n depleted zone is visible

Figure4 : Sequmce of 4 CCD video imag_s _aken at a) ld 1_ 32m, b) 2d 18h 4m, ¢)4d _ 25m and

d) lSd 15h 32m (these _mings are MET). The images show the me,anent ofcrystals o,_a"the whole LMS

mission. It is sig_flcant to notethat while many crystals nudea_ throughout the protein chamber; all saiimeot _D

the top ofthe reactor (fight hand side ofthe pi_res). Oystals that do not move th_ughout the whole mission

ha_ g_wn atta:hed to the chamb_ walL

Figare 5 : Three graphs shc,,ving the movements ¢f20 crystals. Graph a) shows X versus Y, h) X
versus Time and c) Y versus Time. The units arc pimls and holm (MET). Suckten crystal movements a_ visible

at 76, 102 and 145 hems, especially in ti_zre 5b, in addition to the ffadml global chif.

Figure 6 : Example of a reciprocal spao_ m_p a) and an X-ray topogmph b) ofmk_gravity grown LMS
lysozyme c_stals. The reciprocal space map shows ca versus co', with intens_y on the zaxis,

: d va:dg rn 
Dr J.Stapeknam, R.Bosd_ W.Ffit_sch, andW. SchelkroiI_n'fierOnl_ are_nkedtSr_hekoor_muh_gheipard

st_pat w_h this _ Dis K. Ftdmmn, K WaltermdO IVfmsteratESA a_adctowi_tged fa'tharsuppat ¢f_hese
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Previous experiments have demonstrated that, in at least some cases, macromolecular

crystals of improved quality can be grown in a microgravity environment as is obtained, for

example, on the U.S. Space Shuttle or the Russian Space Station Mir (DeLucas, et al., 1989; Day

& McPherson, 1992; Koszelak, et al. 1995; Long, et al., 1996). Presently, the most extensively

used facility for such experiments is the European Space Agency (ESA) designed Advanced

Protein Crystallization Facility or APCF (Snyder, et al. 1991; Bosch, et al. 1992). This system

allows crystallization to proceed by vapor diffusion, batch, dialysis, and free interface diffusion

methods and it provides limited video recording of some experiments as they actually appear in

space.

On Space Shuttle missions designated United States Microgravity Laboratory-2 (USML-

2, October, 1995) and Life and Microgravity Sciences (LMS, June, 1996), joint experiments

were carried out by our French (Strasbourg) and American (Riverside) groups based on the

crystallization of the protein thaumatin. Using common protein, buffer, and precipitant

solutions, thaumatin was crystallized at a variety of protein concentrations using two different

approaches, dialysis and liquid-liquid diffusion. Following retrieval of the samples, post flight

microscopy and X-ray analyses were carried out on the crystals grown in microgravity. Of

particular interest to us were (I) relevance of the choice of methodology, (2) the influence of

protein concentration on crystal size, and (3) quantitative comparison of the microgravity grown

crystals with those produced on earth.

Materials and Methods

Thaumatin was purchased from Sigma Biochemicals, St. Louis, Mo. and dissolved in 0.1

M ADA buffer at pH 6.5. The precipitant solution was 1.6 M sodium tartrate in 0.1 M ADA at
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pH 6.5 All solutions were sterilized by microfiltration before loading of flight samples. Solution

used by both laboratories were made in Strasbourg and divided between investigators.

Thaumatin is a monomeric protein from the African Serendipity Berry valued for its

intensely sweet taste and its use as a non caloric sweetener. It has a molecular weight of 21,500

contains four disulfide bridges, and possesses a high degree of stability. It consists primarily of

beta structure organized in two associated domains. The structure was first determined in an

orthorhombic crystal at 1.7/_ resolution (Ogata, et aI. 1992), and later in a second orthorhombic,

a monoclinic, and a tetragonal crystal form (Ko, et al. 1994). The tetragonal crystal form, grown

from tartrate, was also refined to 1.7 /_ resolution, and was that studied in these experiments.

Tetragonal thaumatin crystals can be grown in a conventional laboratory in 12 to 48 hours at

room temperature by a variety of methods. The crystals are of space group P4_212 with

a=b=59,_ and c=158/_, having a single molecule as the asymmetric unit. The habit is that of a

tetragonal bipyramid, often reaching linear dimensions greater than l mm. The crystals, which

contain about 45% solvent, are mechanically robust. Their growth has been studied by a variety

of physical techniques including interferometry (Kuznetsov, et al. 1995) and atomic force

microscopy (Malkin, et al. 1996a and b).

The APCF has been previously described (Gieg6, et al. 1995) and, indeed, successful

experiments with other proteins and viruses have been reported (McPherson, 1996; Koszelak, et

al. 1995). An APCF unit provides for a total of 48 individual crystallization cells maintained at

constant temperature (22°C _: 0.1 ° in this case) from the time of loading, the duration of the

mission, to analysis. Both dialysis and free interface diffusion cell types are activated by 90 °

rotation of a stopcock valve that establishes continuity between protein and precipitant chambers.
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For dialysis, a semi permeable membrane separates the two chambers. In experiments conducted

on USML-2 the Strasbourg group used five dialysis crystallization reactors and the Riverside

group three free interface diffusion reactors. For LMS, the Strasbourg group used two reactors

of the dialysis type and the Riverside group eight of the liquid-liquid diffusion type.

The APCF was activated on both missions several hours after a microgravity

environment was achieved, and deactivated (the stopcocks rotated in reverse) a few hours before

reentry. Several cells were observed during the mission at fixed intervals and recorded by video

microscopy. In the case of the dialysis cells, parallel experiments were carried out in

Strasbourg, France in identical cells during the periods of both missions. No parallel ground

controls were carried out for the free interface diffusion cells since the method functions quite

differently in a one g environment. Following the missions the dialysis cells were returned to

Strasbourg for analysis and the free interface diffusion cells to Riverside. They were, in both

cases, immediately examined, photographed, and X-ray diffraction analysis initiated.

At the University of California at Riverside, complete three dimensional X-ray diffraction

data were collected at 17°C on the crystals grown on USML-2 by free interface diffusion as

described previously (Ko, et al., 1993a, b; Larson et al., 1993) from capillary-mounted crystals

using a San Diego Multiwire Systems (SDMS) double multiwire detector system (Xuong et al.,

1985) with crystal-to-detector distances of 535 mm. Frame sizes were 0.14 ° with 2-3 min/frame.

The x-rays were generated by a Rigaku RU-200 rotating anode generator operated at 45 kV and

145 mA with a Supper monochromator to give 1.54_ radiation. Crystals were exposed for 24-48

h. Data collection procedures and experimental parameters were identical for both earth and

space grown crystals. Redundancy of recordings ranged from four to eight. Data correction,
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reduction, merging, and statistical analysis used the programs supplied by SDMS. For both earth

and microgravity grown crystals the Rsym's varied from 0.035 to 0.06 to the limits of resolution of

the data sets.

Results

Visual and Microscopic Observations: For both missions crystals were observed in all

of the cells, both dialysis and free interface diffusion, for microgravity and for ground controls.

There was a clear increase in average and largest sizes of crystals grown by the French group by

dialysis in l.tg compared with ground controls, an example, that of lysozyme is shown in Figure

1. In the best of the three free interface diffusion cells, the largest crystals were three to five

times the volume of the best crystals produced in either laboratory on earth. In both types of

cells some of the largest thaumatin crystals measured more than 2 mm from apex to apex of the

tetragonal bipyramids.

The number and sizes of crystals from the dialysis reactors were assessed under an

optical microscope. Each of the flight reactors contained 30 to 250 crystals having a size range

of 0.4 mm to 1.8 mm. The corresponding ground control reactors contained approximately 550

to 30,000 crystals having a size range of 0.100 mm to 0.9 mm (see report by Ng, et al. for

details).

A notable observation originating independently from both the Strasbourg group (using

dialysis) and the Riverside group (using free interface diffusion) was the dependence of average

and largest size on protein concentration, a major experimental variable. Independent of

approach, the largest crystals clearly grew at highest protein concentration and the smallest

crystals at lowest protein concentration. This is shown in Figure 2 for crystals grown at three
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differentproteinconcentrations(35, 17and7 mg/ml) by free interfacediffusion underotherwise

identicalconditions.

Visually, the quality of thecrystals,particularlythosegrowing free of anysurfaces,and

including the largest,was very high. They appearedvirtually flawless, with no observable

imperfections, striations, or habit anomalies. Those attachedto the cell walls (which

presumablynucleatedthere) did show defectsnearthe sites of growth initiation but became

flawlessasgrowth proceededinto thebulk solution.

X-ray Intensity Measurements: X-ray diffraction data were collected from a total of

four thaumatin crystals grown in microgravity by free interface diffusion in microgravity. All

were from a cell which was under video observation. The data were merged to form a single

data set. This microgravity set was then compared with the best data ever previously obtained

from. crystals grown in a conventional laboratory, data which was, in fact, used to solve and

refine the reported structure of the tetragonal thaumatin crystals (Ko, et al., 1993a). This

comparison is shown as a modified Wilson plot (Wilson, 1949 and 1970) in Figure 3 in which

the average intensity divided by its estimated error is plotted as a function of sin20/_, 2.

As with several previously reported investigations of macromolecular crystal growth in

microgravity, two features of the comparison emerged. First, the I/c ratio of reflections obtained

for crystals grown in microgravity was substantially higher (approximately double) that for

ground grown crystals, and over the entire resolution range analyzed. Second, the limit of

resolution of the diffraction pattern was somewhat higher for microgravity grown crystals

compared to those grown on earth, 1.5 A, vs. 1.7 ,_ resolution respectively. While 0.2 A, may

appear only a marginal increase, in this portion of the resolution range it is significant and,
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combined with the improved I/or over the entire resolution range, yields nearly 30% more

diffraction intensities (> 3_) for the microgravity grown crystals. We would like to point out

that the true limit of resolution for the microgravity crystals was never measured in this analysis

because technical constraints prevented collection of data beyond 1.5 ]k. The continued strength

of the diffraction pattern at the 1.5 _ mark suggested to us that the actual resolution limit of the

microgravity grown crystals was beyond this point.

Conclusions

The results presented here for thaumatin crystals grown in microgravity in the APCF by

two different techniques are consistent. They reinforce the conclusions of other reports based on

different macromolecules that a microgravity environment provides distinct advantages. In the

best of only a few thaumatin crystals grown in microgravity, compared with several orders of

magnitude more trials conducted on earth, the microgravity grown crystals were consistently and

significantly larger, and substantially more defect free as judged by direct visual inspection. In

this investigation this appears to be independent of the choice of crystallization method and the

loading and handling of the APCF cells.

An interesting observation was that there was a clear correlation between ultimate crystal

size and protein concentration. This suggests that in future experiments, the optimal results may

be obtained by even further increasing macromolecule concentration over that utilized in the

conventional laboratory. This is contrary to what one would do generally in the conventional

laboratory where the best results are usually achieved at the lowest levels of supersaturation.

The resolution limit of the diffraction pattern, the I/or ratio as a function of the Bragg

angle, and the mosaic spread of crystals are generally agreed to reflect both the degree of internal
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order and the long rangedefectstructureand its distribution within the crystal. That is, they

serveasmeasuresof theaveragestatisticaldisorderof themoleculesaboutthe lattice points,as

well astheextentof localbutseveredisorderintroducedbydefectssuchasdislocations,stacking

faults, point defectsor incorporatedforeign material (Malkin, et al. 1996). All of the data

presented here, both intensity distributions and mosaic spread measurements imply a higher

degree of internal order, a lower defect density, and a reduction of severe faults for crystals

grown in the absence of gravity.

While similar results, based on intensity data for microgravity grown crystals of several

proteins, have been reported previously (McPherson, 1997; Koszelak, 1995, 1996, DeLucas, et

al. 1989), and comparable results based on mosaicity measurements have been presented for

others (Helliwell, et al. 1996; Ferrer, et al. 1996; Snell, et al. 1995), this is the first experiment to

produce crystals grown by multiple methods and analyzed by both approaches. Indeed, our

conclusion is that they are mutually supportive and complementary, and both suggest the same

conclusion, that crystals grown in microgravity can be significantly improved in their diffraction

properties when compared with those grown on earth.

Apart from lysozyme, no other protein crystal has been used to investigate mosaicity

differences between earth-grown and space-grown crystals. The data presented here indicates

that the mosaic spread of reflections from microgravity grown thaumatin are reduced by more

than a factor of two over earth grown crystals. This is comparable to what was observed for

tetragonal lysozyme where space-grown crystals were observed to be improved by a factor of

three over corresponding earth controls (Helliwell, et al. 1996; Ferrer, et al. 1996; Snell, et al.

1995).
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ETH ZUrich

7 August, 1997

Reference: APCF/LMS-95-11

Objectives

We asked for participation in the microgravity crystallization program with the aim of improving

the X-ray data quality in the resolution range of 1.8-2.8 A for our crystals of the nucleosome core

particle. Specifically, we attempted to obtain crystals with reduced mosaic spread.

Background

The DNA in chromatin of all eukaryotic organisms is organized in arrays of nucleosomes. Two

copies of each histone protein, H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 assemble in an octamer that wraps 147 base

pairs of DNA around it to form a 206 kD nucleosome core. With the addition of linker DNA and

histone HI, the nucleosome is formed. This highly conserved nucleoprotein complex occurs

essentially every 200:1:40 bp throughout all eukaryotic genomes. The repeating nucleosomes further

assemble into higher order helices. The nucleosome shapes the DNA molecule both at the atomic

level by bending and twisting it, and on the much larger scale of genes by forming a higher order

structure.

We have recently determined the atomic structure of the nucleosome core particle containing a

defined sequence DNA by X-ray crystallography at 2.8 A resolution (Nature in press). The structure

was solved by multiple isomorphous replacement (MIR) using three heavy atom derivatives based on

recombinant histone proteins and data collected at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility

(ESRF). This protein/DNA complex, the largest solved to date, shows how four pairs of histone fold

domains are responsible for organizing 121 bp of DNA while extensions of the histone fold bind the

termini of the DNA superhelix and help stabilize the overall structure. The remainder of the histone

molecules, the histone tails, are arranged to contribute the formation of the higher order helix.
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The limit of X-ray diffraction data from the nucleosome core particle crystals extends

anisotropically to 1.8-2.2 A and would a permit a molecular structure to be built with greater

accuracy than that based on the data to 2.8 A. This represents an increase of 2.7-fold in the quantity

of data available at the higher resolution. At 2.0 .A resolution, even the ordered solvent molecules

could be included in the structure. However, the crystal mounting method that is most convenient

and that was used for the 2.8 A data collection puts the long axis of the rod-shaped crystals roughly

parallel to rotation axis used to sample diffraction space. This orientation is not ideal because the

orthorhombic crystals have cell dimensions of approximately 110 x 200 x 110 A where the c-axis is

along the long axis of the rod. Therefore, the separation of diffraction intensities center to center

with respect to the crystal rotation in the vicinity of the h01 projection is only 0.6 ° for the

diffraction intensities at 2 A resolution. Since the crystals have high mosaic spread, approximately

0.9-1.5" depending on the particular crystal, complete measurement of the high resolution data would

not be possible because of overlapping diffraction intensities. The growth of crystals under

microgravity conditions was attempted to eliminate this problem stemming from imperfect crystals.

Methods of Data Acquisition and Analysis

X-ray diffraction patterns from crystals grown in space and on the ground were obtained using the

Swiss/Norwegian beam line (SNBL) facility at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility,

Grenoble (ESRF). The SNBL optics included a focusing monochromator and mirror. The goniometer

and detector consisted of a 30 cm MAR image plate device. The exposures were made using a film to

crystal distance to optimize the signal to noise ratio. Exposures were made for 30 to 60 rain,

allowing us to observe crystal sampled intensities to the diffraction limit of approximately 2.0 A

observed previously on undulator beam lines (ID9 and ID13 lines at ESRF) in 0.5 to 3 minutes. The

wavelength used was 0.873 A with the synchrotron operating at 200 mA in 2/3 fill mode. The beam

size at the crystal was nominally 0.3x0.3 mm.

Flight versus Ground Results

We used four 88 ml hanging drop reactors at 20 ° C during the spacelab flight on Space Shuttle

mission STS-78 in June/July 1996. The hanging drop reactors were originally designed to

accommodate a protein volume decreasing in the course of the experiment. However, our

crystallization conditions are higher in salt concentration at the beginning of the experiment

compared to the final equilibrated solution. The HD reactors were modified to allow for the increase

in volume. None of the crystallization drops were lost and all were qualitatively recovered at the end

of the experiment.
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The morphology and size of the space grown crystals did not differ from the ground control

crystallization experiments significantly (Table 1).

Reactor

1S

1G

2S

2(3

3S

3G

4S

4G

Reservoir buffer

mM MnCI2/KCI

43/48

43/48

35/40

35/40

30/35

30/35

24/29

24/29

Crystal characteristics

Many small rods:

100-200 x 100-200 x 500-1000 m

ORen hexagonal; few holes.

Many smallcrystals.

As for 1S

Large and small crystals

Several big crystals:

300-400 x 300-400 x 1000-1500 m

Hollow funnels: typical of big crystals.

Large and small crystals.

Several large crystals, hollow funnels.

Large and small crystals.

Table 1. APCF crystal growth experiments.

S - space experiments, G - ground experiments. All initial volumes were 50 ml and increased 1.5-1.8-

fold on equilibration. A reservoir volume of 700 ml was dispensed in two 350 ml absorbers. The

starting protein concentration was at 8 mg/ml in 84 mM MnCI2, 60 mM KC! and 20 mM

Potassium/Cacodylate pH 6.
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There were generally many nucleations in both systems with the consequence of limited crystal size.

Most crystals were attached to the Teflon piston of the syringe. All crystals grown in HD reactors

whether on ground or in space were inferior in morphology and size to our typical crystals grown

under very slow vapor diffusion conditions in our laboratory.

Analysis of crystals grown either on the ground or in space showed no discernible differences in the

limits of diffraction or in mosaicity under the three sample conditions used to record the diffraction

patterns (Table 2).

Sample conditions Diffraction limits - a* / b* / c* axes in A

in X-ray beam Ground grown Space grown

HL-0, RT 3.8 / 3.8 / 3.0 3.8 / 3.7 / 2.9

HL-24, RT 3.2 / 3.2 / 2.7 3.2 / 3.2 / 2.8

HL-24/2, -180" C 2.2 / 2.2 / 2.0 2.2 / 2.2 / 2.0

Table 2. Diffraction limits of ground and space grown crystals.

The values for the three principle directions of the diffraction pattern are given. HL-0: harvest liquid

(37 mM Potassium Chloride, 40 mM Manganese Chloride, 10 mM Potassium Cacodylate, pH 6.0);

HL-24: harvest liquid containing 24% 2,4-methyl-pentandiol (MPD); HL-24/2: harvest liquid

containing 24% MPD and 2% Trehalose; RT: room temperature, ~24* C.

The diffraction limit values listed in Table 2 are estimated from direct observation of the diffraction

patterns. Mosaicity was also evaluated qualitatively by direct observation estimating the number of

diffraction spots that obviously occur on successive exposures in a series of five 0.4 ° rotations of the

crystal.
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Conclusions

There were no significant differences in the quality of diffraction from crystals grown on the ground

or in space using the modified HI;) reactor. In both cases, the crystals were not as useful for X-ray

data measurement as crystals grown under the optimal laboratory conditions. Factors that contributed

to this result are possibly: 1) the HI) crystallization reactors could not be adapted to match the

optimal laboratory setups, and 2) the time available for space crystallization required that the

gradient between protein and buffer volumes reach equilibrium 4 to S-fold faster than in our standard

setups. Additionally, other experimental factors such as vibrations or container surface effects may

be more important than the p_esence or absence of gravity.

Another important point should be considered. Nucleosome core particles require that 24% MPD be

added not only to prevent ice formation during cryocooling, but to improve the diffraction limit that

is initially observed at room temperature. The crystals undergo a repacking with a concomitant

reduction by approximately 7% of the b-axis unit cell length. Since the rearrangement of the particle

in the crystals may dominate crystal quality and occurs after crystal growth, it was important to

compare crystals at room temperature with and without the addition of MPD. We were interested to

see if the resolution limits would be improved by space growth. They were not.

In order to observe the highest resolution diffraction intensities, it is necessary to cool the crystals to

-180 ° C before exposure to X-ray radiation because of their high sensitivity to radiation damage. A

crystal survives for only one of the 200 exposures required for a 2 A data set if exposed to X-rays at

higher temperatures (i.e. 4° C), and for 16 exposures at -180 ° C (15-20% general weakening of the

overall intensity in the crystal sampled diffraction pattern). As for room temperature exposures,

there were no improvements in space versus ground grown crystals when examined at

cryotemperature.

Currently, we are refining our 2.8 A structure of the nucleosome core particle to 2.0 A resolution

using data collected at the ESRF and crystals grown in the laboratory. We were unable to reduce the

mosaic spread of the crystals, but we were able to find a method of mounting the crystals so that the

short reciprocal b*-axis is along the direction of the rotation axis during data collection. This

procedure eliminated the superposition of diffraction intensities sufficiently well to permitted a

complete data set to be collected over 24 crystals at -180 ° C. Accordingly, we have no further

requirement to attempt crystal growth in space for this particular project.

Articles / Presentations
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I do not foresee publication of our STS-78 results.

Summary

Crystals of the nucleosome core particle of chromatin were grown in space and on the ground using a

device especially designed for crystal growth experiments on the space shuttle. The resulting crystals

in either case were generally not as large or perfect morphologically as those grown under more

optimal experimental conditions in our laboratory. Crystals grown in space and on the ground using

the shuttle device showed no significant differences.
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Background

Plants and cyanobacteria are able to use light for performing oxygenic photosynthesis This is

the main biological process on earth where emissive electromagnetic energy from the sun is

converted into chemical energy. The first step of the process, the light induced charge

separation across the photosynthetic thylakoid membrane, is catal)sed by two large membrane

intrinsic protein complexes, the photos)stems I and II. Photos)stem I (PS I) from the

thermophilic cyanobacterium Synechococcus elongatus is the largest of the 8 membrane

proteins, which have been crystallised so far. It occurs in the cyanobacterial thylakoid

membrane as a trimer with a molecular weight of 3 x 340 000 Da; The monomer consists of

11 different polypeptides, coordinating ~100 chlorophyll a molecules, 25 carotinoids, 3

[4Fe4S] clusters and 2 molecules of vitamin KI. A structural model of this trimeric

Photos)stem I has been derived from X-ray structure analysis at 4 A resolution [KrauB N.,

Schubert W.-D., Klukas O., Fromme P., Witt H.T. and Saenger W. (1996) Photosystem I at 4

Ar resolution: .4 joint photosynthetic reaction center and core antenna system Nature Struct.

Biol. 3,365-370 ]
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Objectives

Photosystem I was crystallised under microgravity on USML-2 with very encouraging results.

The volume of the obtained crystals was increased by a factor of 10-20 compared to the

terrestrial Photosystem I crystals, the largest crystal having a length of 4ram and a diameter of

1.5 mm. The crystals diffract X-rays to a maximal resolution of 3.4 /_ and show a mosaic

spread of 0.6 o. A complete native data set was measured from the largest microgravity

grown crystal using synchrotron radiation at DESY in Hamburg and evaluated to a resolution

of 3.4 A. This is the best X-ray data set thus far obtained from Photosystem I crystals.

Photosystem I could not be crystallised under optimal conditions during the USML-2 mission.

We had to use 20°C for technical reasons; however, the temperature for the best crystallisation

of Photosystem I on earth was found to be 4°C. Earth grown crystals ofPhotosystem I aged at

20 °C for 21 days (which was the flight and transport time during USML-2) do not diffract X-

rays to a resolution higher than 5 k. Crystallisation on LMS was technically feas_le at 8oc

and performed under this condition in order to further improve the quality of the crystals.

Methods

Two sets of experiments were performed: A) Crystallisation of Photosystem I by dialysis

against low salt B) Crystallisation of Photosystem I in the presence of 0.75 M sucrose. The

aim of using sucrose in the second set of experiments was to increase the viscosity of the

solution, thereby reducing the diffusion rates of salt and protein and to slow down

equilibration of the solutions in the reactors. This should lead to a slower growth rate and

possibly to a significant reduction of the mosaic spread of the obtained crystals.

For A), small pre-grown crystals of Photosystem I were completely dissolved in buffer A (50

mM MgSO 4, 5 mM MES pH = 6.4 and 0.02 % B-dodecylmaltoside) in order to prepare the

protein solution. For B), the crystals were dissolved in buffer B (same as A, but + 1,5 M

sucrose). The protein concentration was 80 mg/ml in both cases.
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In the APCF microdialysis reactors this solution was dialysed against the same buffers but with

reduced salt concentration (equilibration concentration 11 mM MgSO 4 for A) and 8 mM for

B).

A total of eight APCF reactors were fdled according to protocol A, and seven reactors were

fdled according to protocol B using the same solutions. Of these 15 reactors, 9 were used as

ground controls (5 without sucrose, 4 with sucrose, ), and 6 were flown in space (3 without

sucrose, 3 with sucrose). All ground controls were activated/deactivated at the same time as

the flight reactors in space.

Comparison of flight results to ground results

The results are summarised in table 1. In all 9 ground control reactors crystals suitable for X-

ray structure analysis were obtained. In contrast, all 6 space reactors contained clear, green

solution of Photosystem I, although the control and space chambers were filled under identical

conditions.

There are several explanations for this result; the following questions had been addressed:

Have the reactors been activated? -=> yes

* The first possibility for non-crystallisation could be that the space reactors had not been

activated. In order to exclude this possibility, the conductivity in the reservoir chamber was

measured in all flight and ground control reactors. Without activation of the reactors the

conductivity should be as low as conductivity at the beginning of the experiment. This was not

the case. All chambers showed conductivities expected for the fully equih'brated chambers with

a salt concentration of 11 mM MgSO 4.

Is the protein degraded ? --> no

• We tested if the protein had degraded in the space reactors (perhaps due to increased

temperature during start and landing). This was not the case. The flight protocol shows

constant temperature during the whole flight and no degradation bands were visible using SDS

gelelectrophoresis.

Is there a nucleation problem? => yes
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• Decreased nucleation rate in space was assumed to be the reason for the lack of crystals in

the space reactors. In order to test this hypothesis, we added a small crystal to the clear

solution (seeding) in one of the space-flown reactors. A shower of small crystals was formed

immediately. The same result was observed when a a drop of the clear solution from the space

reactors (1 ul) was mixed under a microscope with 1 ul buffer without salt. A large number of

small crystal was formed immediately.

These results indicate that the nucleation rate was decreased under microgravity conditions.

Figure 1 shows a schematic phase diagram of Photosystem I. The protein solution is

undersaturated before activation of the reactors (80mg/ml protein and 50 mM salt). After

activation, the salt concentration is first reduced to 30 mM, which on earth is close to the

border between metastable zone and the nucleation zone. Finally, the salt concentration is

further reduced and the protein concentration in solution decreases due to crystal growth. This

crystallisation procedure works perfectly for the ground experiments and was also very

successfully used on USML -2 mission (at 20 °C), were we obtained very large crystals in

three out of six chambers. We now address the question whether sedimentation of the

preformed nuclei accelerates nucleation on earth.

Does the orientation of the (ground control) reactors have an influence on the nucleation

=> yes

• In order to test this possibility we looked for the orientation of the ground control reactors

during crystallisation with respect to the number and location of crystals formed in the

reactors.

In 5 of the ground controls the reactors were in vertical orientation (v in Fig. 2) with the

protein reservoirs on top, the salt reservoirs on bottom. In this case the sedimentation of the

nuclei would be in direction of the decreasing salt concentration (i.e. nuclei will drift to the

dialysis membrane ).

4 of the ground controls were in horizontal orientation (h in Fig. 2). The reactors were lying

on the side during crystallisation (this corresponds to a rotation of 90 ° relative to the vertical

orientation. In this case the sedimentation occurs perpendicular to the decreasing salt gradient.
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The observed results were in good agreement with these suggestions: In the 5 ground controls

with vertically oriented reactors 15-50 crystals were formed per reactor; in the 4 horizontally

oriented reactors only 1-4 crystals were grown. All crystals were grown on the earth directed

side, i.e. in the vertical orientation (v) all crystals grew on the membrane and in the horizontal

orientation all crystals grew on the bottom side of the reactors.

Does microgravity have an influence on the nucleation rate => yes

• The question arises, why we obtained very large, well ordered crystals at 20°C on the

USML-2 mission and no crystals at 8°C on the LMS mission. The results of both missions

suggest that microgravity has an influence on the nucleation rate. It appears that due to the

lack of sedimentation the nucleation rate is dramatically reduced under microgravity

conditions. This led to 0-3 nuclei at 20°C, but at 8oc, where the diffusion rate (and therefore

also the nucleation rate) is about a factor of two lower, no nuclei with larger than the critical

radius were formed.

Conclusion

The results obtained during LMS mission led to new insights in the fast events during

Photosystem I crystallisation, which are not only useful for further microgravity experiments,

but may improve the crystallisation conditions on earth.

It was found that sedimentation of nuclei is significant under terrestrial conditions and

increases the nucleation rate during Photosystem I crystallisation. The optimal conditions for

crystaUisation under microgravity must therefore be tested directly in space. Systematic

investigations should be done to further elucidate the primary events during crystallisation of

Photosystem I and to show the direct influence of microgravity on nucleation rate and crystal

quality for a membrane protein. A larger number of space experiments has therefore to be

performed in the future, including the possibility of seeding. If optimal conditions can be found

at 8oc, we expect a significant increase of crystal quality.
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Summary

The crystallisation of the large membrane protein Photosystem I was investigated under

microgravity on the LMS mission. Comparison of the microgravity to the ground control

experiments shows a significant influence of the microgravity on the nucleation rate.
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Table 1

Reactor number

!319

Location

ground control

presence of
sucrose

orientation of

the reactor *

no V

number of

crystals/reactor

~ 50

119 ground control no v ~ 15

130 ground control no v ~ 30

320 ground control no h 4

105 ground control no h 1

133 ground control yes v ~ 20

103 ground control yes v ~ 40

321 ground control yes h 1

318 ground control yes h 3

101 microgravity no 0

322 microgravity no 0

317 micro gravity no 0

106 microgravity yes 0

117 microgravity yes 0

132 microgravity yes 0

* v = vertical orientation of the reactor

h = horizontal orientation of the reactor
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Abstract

The bacteriorhodopsin crystal growth experiment with the Advanced Protein Crystallization

Facility (APCF) on the shuttle mission LMS in June 1996 was done to allow crystal growth of

bacteriorhodopsin (BR) at the consolution boundary of bacteriorhodopsin-mixed micelle

packing, stabilized in microgravity.

The bacteriorhodopsin crystal growth experiments have resulted in crystals of a) needle-

shaped, b) cubic-shaped, c) balk-shaped, and d) small cubic-shaped crystals nucleated on the

outer end of needles of multicrystalline clusters.

The average edge length of cubic-shaped crystals under microgravity (163.0 _m) and on

ground (59.7 _tm), and their density (1.125 g/cm 3) were determined.

Introduction:

Membrane proteins catalyze vital reactions such as solute transport, charge separation and

conversion of energy, as well as signal transduction. The proton-pumping bacteriorhodopsin

(BR) is a small amphiphilic photochromic retinal protein, found in the purple patches of the

cell membrane of Halobacterium halobium. As a small membrane spanning protein, it does

not exceed the lipid bilayer much on either side (1). Detergent-solubilized bacteriorhodopsin

is embedded in micelles of different sizes, as a function of the detergent cocktails used (2, 3).

The bacteriorhodopsin molecules form filaments which pack together due to weak and easily

disturbed hydrophilic interactions between the loop regions of protruding molecules in

aligned filaments (4, 5). Three different habits of bacteriorhodopsin crystals, namely

a) needle-shaped, b) cubic-shaped, and c) balk-shaped are compatible with three different

micelle sizes, received in detergent solutions after bacteriorhodopsin solubilization (2).

Our experience shows that best bacteriorhodopsin crystals grow close to the consolution

boundary, where interaction between detergent micelles is enhanced. Reduced gravitational

conditions are favourable due to minimal gravity-driven phase separation.
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Results:

Consistent with different micelle sizes observed through dynamic light scattering, three

different habits of bacteriorhodopsin crystals, namely a) needle-, b) cubic-, and c) balk-shaped

crystals could be obtained. The packing of the molecular rods of bacteriorhodopsin was tight

and the crystal morphology exhibited smooth surfaces and sharp edges of up to I mm in

length, and diffractional power with a resolution limit of up to 3.8 A, as reported before (2, 4).

The LMS-2 (STS-78) microgravity experiment lead to the growth of cubic-shaped

bacteriorhodopsin crystals (Fig. 2) with a 20-fold enlarged volume compared to the ground

control (Fig. 1).

Vapour diffusion: Liquid-liquid diffusion: Liquid-liquid diffusion:

Laboratory hardware APCF 188 lal in Microgravity APCF 188 I.tl on Ground

84.6 + 6.5 I.tm 163.0 + 7.3 rtm 59.7 + 2.3 _tm

(n = 41) (n = 13) (n = 39)

Fig. 1: Average edge length of cubic-shaped crystals of bacteriorhodopsin, grown under
different conditions.

The cubic habit was stabilized under microgravity conditions, while the ground control

showed additional multicrystalline needle clusters.

An altered crystal growth protocol produced multicrystalline needle clusters and single

needles both on earth and in microgravity.

The density of cubic-shaped crystals was determined by the method of Matthews (6) and

Mikol and Gieg6 (7). Preliminary results of the determination of crystal density with different

Ficoll solutions show a density of 1.125 g/cm 3 after 35 min (Fig. 3).

This preliminary density estimation of cubic-shaped bacteriorhodopsin crystals is slightly 3
lower than the density of purple patches in the membrane from Halobacteria with 1.18 g/cm

(8). The three-dimensional cubic-shaped bacteriorhodopsin crystals would show an slightly

increased content of water compared to the two-dimensional crystalline structure in the purple

membrane patches.

A new observation was the nucleation of small cubic-shaped bacteriorhodopsin crystals on the

end of single needles from multicrystalline bacteriorhodopsin needle clusters (Fig. 4). The

multicrystalline needle clusters grown under microgravity showed a slight increase in

diameter compared to the multicrystalline needle clusters grown as ground control.

Nucleation of pseudohexagonal needles and orthorhombic bacteriorhodopsin crystals has been

described before on benzamidine crystals (9). The observation that pseudohexagonal

bacteriorhodopsin crystals could be nucleated on benzamidin-crystals led to the assumption

that the activation energy that determines the nucleation probability was lower on the

particular benzamidin surface than in solution.
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Interestingly, endparts of the surface of the needles of bacteriorhodopsin multicrystalline

needle clusters were able to induce a new crystal morphology, since small cubic-shaped

bacteriorhodopsin crystals formed at the end of the needles of multicrystalline needle clusters

(Fig. 4).

I00 IJrn
I I

lO01Jm

Fig. 2: Cubic-shaped bacteriorhodopsin crystals grown in microgravity with axes of 150 _m

in length. The crystal morphology is compact with sharp edges and smooth surfaces.

Fig 3:
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Experimental determination of the density of cubic-shaped bacteriorhodopsin crystals.

The density was determined in a step up gradient of Ficoll solutions (from 25-60%

w/w) calibrated by estimation with NaH2PO4 droplets.
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Fig. 4: Multicrystalline bacteriorhodopsin needle clusters with small cubic-shaped crystals on

the end of single needles. The multicrystalline needle clusters shown here, are up to

390 _m in diameter; the small cubic-shaped crystals have an edge length up to 45 _m.

The clusters fall apart easily.

Another attempt of crystal formation was based on the procedure of seeding. Cubic-shaped

and balk-shaped bacteriorhodopsin crystals were transferred in new crystalization set ups of

seeding-analogue protocols:

a) The cubic-shaped seeding-crystals dissolved over night after being transferred. The new

crystallization set ups led to formation of multicrystalline needle clusters, a few balk-

shaped bacteriorhodopsin crystals, and needle-shower (Fig. 5).

b) The balk-shaped seeding-crystallization set ups led to formation of multicrystalline needle

clusters and balk-shaped bacteriorhodopsin crystals of increased length and width (Fig. 5).

Electrostatic crosslinkers as additives may have value for optimization of crystallization

conditions, since ionic and electrostatic interactions between macromolecules play a role in

the crystallization process (I0). The linker could act as a multivalent tether, where one end of

the linker would interact with a charged surface group of one macromolecule while a second

charged group on the same tether could interact with another, and so might influence both pre-

and post-nucleation events (10).
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Cubic-shapedbacteriorhodopsincrystals tbrmed while the crosslinkers Triglycine,
Tetraglycine,and Hexaglycinewereadded,but did not haveanobviousimpacton sizeor
appearanceof theformedcrystals.Gly-Gly freebasetendedto increasethesizeof thecubic-
shapedcrystalson earth,but did not havea clearimpacton cubiccrystal formationunder
microgravity.

Seeding-crystals: New _rown crystals:
v w

cubic-shaped crystals

edge length: 60-90 gm

multicrystalline needle clusters up to 1.3 mm in diameter

balk-shaped crystals up to 840 x 90 gm

needle-shower

balk-shaped crystals balk-shaped crystals up to 900 x 90 gm

300-450 x 30-60 gm
multicrystalline needle clusters up to 1.6 mm in diameter

Fig. 5: Bacteriorhodopsin crystal formation in seeding set ups.

Some of the balk-shaped crystals considered new grown in the set up with seeding

balk-shaped crystals could be seeding-crystals with increased length, because it was

not possible to distinguish between balk-shaped seeding-crystals and new grown

crystals of the same habit.

Conclusions:

The chosen crystallization conditions combined with the suppression of gravity-driven

convection and sedimentation of bacteriorhodopsin enabled the growth of tightly packed

crystals of different habits. Single crystals exhibited a diffractional power with a resolution

limit of up to 3.8 A.

The volume of cubic-shaped bacteriorhodopsin crystalsgrown under microgravity conditions

showed a 20-fold enlarged volume compared to the ground control.

A new observation was the nucleation of small cubic-shaped bacteriorhodopsin crystals on the

endpart of the surface of needles of multicrystalline needle clusters.

Both effects putatively result from stabilization of the consolution boundary.

Further experiments in microgravity, as a favourable environment of improved crystallo-

genesis, provide additional progress in the investigation of difficult membrane proteins such

as bacteriorhodopsin.
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The proton-pumping bacteriorhodopsin (BR) is a small amphiphilic photochromic retinal

protein, found in the purple patches of the cell membrane of Halobacterium halobium.

The experiment was done under microgravity to allow crystal growth of bacteriorhodopsin at

the consolution boundary of bacteriorhodopsin-mixed micelle packing and resulted in crystals

of a) needle-shaped, b) cubic-shaped (Fig. 1), c) balk-shaped, and d) small cubic-shaped

crystals nucleated on the end of needles of multicrystalline clusters (Fig. 2).

The packing of the molecular rods of bacteriorhodopsin was tight and the crystal morphology

exhibited smooth surfaces and sharp edges of up to 1 mm in length, and diffractional power

with a resolution limit of up to 3.8 A.

The average edge length of cubic-shaped crystals under microgravity (163.0 lam) and on

ground (59.7 lam), and their density (1.125 g/cm 3) were determined. The cubic-shaped

bacteriorhodopsin crystals grown in microgravity showed a 20-fold enlarged volume

compared to the ground control.

Interestingly, endparts of the surface of the needles of bacteriorhodopsin multicrystalline

needle clusters were able to induce a different crystal morphology, since small cubic-shaped

bacteriorhodopsin crystals formed at the end of the needles of multicrystalline needle clusters.

lOOpm
I

Fig. 1: Cubic-shaped BR crystal

grown under microgravity with axes

of 150 _tm length. The crystal

morphology is compact with sharp

edges and smooth surfaces.

Fig. 2: Multicrystalline BR needle cluster with small

cubic-shaped BR crystals on the end of single

needles. The multicrystalline needle clusters shown

here, are up to 390 _m in diameter; the small cubic-

shaped crystals have an edge length of 45 _tm.
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Introduction

The E. coli F-plasmid is very stable inherited in the bacterial population. Plasmid-

carrying cells are able to propagate while daughter cells that have not inherited a

plasmid copy are selectively killed (Jaff6 et al., 1985). The plasmid F-encoded

proteins CcdA and CcdB are the key molecules responsible for this

postsegregetional killing of bacterial cells. The underlying mechanism is based on a

differential decay of the activities of the CcdA and CcdB proteins, the half-life of the

cytotoxic CcdB being longer than the half-life of CcdA, that antagonises the CcdB

action (Van Melderen, 1994, 1996). When CcdA is absent, CcdB is responsible for

cell death, induction of the SOS pathway and inhibition of DNA synthesis (Bex et

al., 1983, Karoui et al., 1983; Bailone et al., 1985). CcdA and CcdB are encoded by

the ccd operon (Miki et al., 1984a,b). They are known to auto-regulate their own

expression and it was shown that both proteins acts as a DNA binding repressor,

probably after having formed a CcdA/CcdB complex (Tam & Kline, 1989a,b; De
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Feyteret al., 1989).Recentlyit wasdemonstratedthat the CcdBmediatedcell-

killing involvespoisoningof DNA-topoisomeraseII complexes(Bernard &

Couturier1992).TheArg462Cysmutationin theDNAgyraseA domainsuppresses

the lethalcharacterof CcdB.Furtherexperimentsshowedthat, like quinolone

antibioticsand a varietyof antitumordrugs,CcdB is responsiblefor gyrase-

mediateddouble-strandedDNA breakage(Bernardet al., 1993). It thus converts

the wide-type gyrase in a DNA-damaging agent. This action, which is most likely

due to direct binding of CcdB to the DNA gyrase A domain, can be completely

reversed by addition of stochiometric amounts of CcdA.

Poisons of eucaryotic topoisomerases are regarded as potent candidates of anti-

cancer drugs. Elucidation of the structure and mode of action of the CcdB protein

may lead to the design of new antibiotics and anti-tumoral drugs. Effort to

crystallise CcdB over the last few years led to the identification of experimental

conditions for the growth of several crystal forms. Here we present information

concerning the crystallisation behaviour of CcdB and report on a novel crystal form

that diffracts to high resolution and is suitable for structure determination. We also

report the crystallisation of a mutant that acts as a super killer, probably due to its

enhanced affinity for the A subunits of gyrase.

Objecaves

- Improvement of crystal quality especially with respect to the systematic twinning

problem.

- Crystallization of CcdB mutants using for MIR work.

Materials and Methods

Protein expression and purification of CcdB from Escherichia coli

CcdB was overexpressed in E. coli strain MS501 (containing the CcdB permissive

mutation R462C in the GyrA gene harbouring plasmid pULB2250). E. coli cells

were grown at 37°C in LB medium supplemented with 100 mg/1 ampicilin and

streptomycin. The purification contains the following steps : the ammonium sulphate

precipitation using 30-80% cut-off, QEAE column at pH = 8.50 Tris-Hcl buffer,
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gelfiltrationcolumn.,andfinallyMono-Scolumn,usinga0.0- 1.0M NaCIgradient.

Thisresultedina proteinshowingonlyasinglebandon SDS-PAGEanda yieldof

about20 mgCcdBper titre of culture.The purifiedproteinwasdialysedagainst

waterandconcentratedto 15.0mg/ml(assumingaspecificabsorptioncoefficientof

16,100Mt at280rim)andsubsequentlyusedin crystallisationtrials.

Purification of the CcdB Cysteine mutants

The CcdB mutants $70C, $74C, $84C and the double mutant S74C/G77Q were

purified by affinity chromatography on activated Thio-Sepharose and washed with

buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HC1 (pH 7.80), lmM EDTA, 0.5M NaC1 and 0.1%

Triton X-100. and a Mono-Q column using a 0.0 to 1.0 M NaC1 gradient. The pure

protein was dialysed against water and concentrated before use in crystallisation

trials.

Crystallisation

Crystallisation conditions were screened using the hanging drop method and

resulted in three crystal forms, the details of which are summarised in Table I. Phase

diagrams were also determined by crystallisation using the hanging drop method.

For the tetragonal and orthorhombic forms, crystallisations were performed at

different pH values, ranging between 6.5 and 9.0, using ammonium sulphate,

sodium chloride and sodium acetate as precipitants. For the monoclinic form, the pH

was chosen between 4.1 and 4.6 using PEG-6000 or PEG-MeS000 as precipitants.

For the double S74C/G77Q, a phase diagram was determined using MPD.

Crystallisation was also attempted in both agarose and silica gels (Robert et al.,

1992; Thiessen et al., 1994) for tetragonal and monoclinic forms of CcdB. In

agarose gels, the crystallisation have been performed with different concentrations

of CcdB ranging from 2.6 - 5.0 mg/ml, using 6%-12% PEG 6000 and 10%-20%

PEGMe 5000 as precipitant at pH4.50 for the monoclinic form. For the tetragonal

form, the protein concentration was varied between 6.0 and 12.0 mg/ml and the

concentration of ammonium sulphate between 0.8 M and 2.0 M. These trials were

done both at pH 7.5 and pH 8.5. The agarose concentration was varied from 0 to

2% agarose for all conditions tried. Similarly, the silica gel contents was varied from

2.7 - 5.0 %.

Crystallisation experiments in a microgravity environment of CcdB and its mutants

were accepted by ESA for the two missions : USML-2 (1995) and LMS (1996).
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Hangingdrop (HD) reactorsand free interfacediffusion(FID) reactorsof the

Advanced Protein Crystallisation Facility (APCF) were used in these experiments.

All experiments were duplicated in identical setups on earth, and in the cases where

no crystals appeared during the space shuttle mission, the reactors were reactivated

on earth after the flight. During the USML-2 mission, one Hanging Drop reactor

and one FID reactor were allocated for both the wild type CcdB and for the double

mutant S74C/G77Q. During the LMS mission, also a single hanging drop reactor

and two FID reactors were available, this time for the wild type protein only.

Data collection and heavy atom screening

Data were collected on an Enraff-Nonius FAST area detector with a rotating anode

source operated at 40 kV and 90 mA. Crystals were mounted in capillaries in the

usual way and data were collected at 288 K. In the case of monoclinic CcdB, data

were also collected at 100 K. These crystals were first transferred to a solution

containing of 30% (w/w) PEG 400 and 70% (w/w) of a buffer solution consisting of

100mM sodium acetate buffer pH 4.5, and then shock-frozen in a 100 K nitrogen

stream.

Heavy atom derivatives were screened by adding 1 l.tl of the corresponding

compound (dissolved in the mother liquor of the corresponding crystal form)

directly to 10 l.tl hanging drops containing one or more single crystals of monoclinic

CcdB. Soaking times and concentrations were varied from 0.1 mM and 1 hour to 25

mM and 5 days, after which they were mounted in glass capillaries and the data

collected immediately.

Results and discussion

Tetragonal and orthorhombic crystals

Four years ago, we reported the crystallisation of CcdB in two crystal forms

(Steyaert et al., 1993). These were tetragonal and orthorhombic crystals, the details

of which are summarised in Table I. Theft morphologies are shown in Figure 1. The

tetragonal and orthorhombic crystals can be grown using ammonium sulphate,

sodium chloride and sodium acetate in the pH range from 6.5 to 9.0. The tetragonal

crystals grow most easily, while the orthorhombic form occurs more sporadically,
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oftentogetherwith tetragonalcrystals.Theasymmetricunit of each of these two

crystal forms is rather large, and both crystal forms turned out to be unusable for

heavy atom screening.

In the case of the tetragonal form, a 2.7 /_ set of data could initially be collected

from a crystal grown in ammonium sulphate, but it soon turned out that the crystals

often showed no significant diffraction at all. This was especially problematic for

crystals grown in sodium acetate, although some of them reached dimensions up to

0.4 × 0.5 × 1.5 mm 3. Also, no suitable heavy atom derivatives could be found.

The orthorhombic crystals allowed for a 2.5 A native set of data to be collected and

consequently, derivative screening was started using these crystals. All prepared

potential derivatives were highly non-isomorphous. As apparently all heavy atom

compounds tested showed these same results, regardless of concentration and

soaking time, a number of native data sets were collected for comparison. Native

data from different crystals turned out to be non-isomorphous to each other, the

Rmerge'S being in the range of 30% to 50%.

Monoclinic Crystals

Extensive screening of the crystallisation conditions led to a new, monoclinic, low

pH crystal form (Figure 2). These crystals belong to space group C2, with unit cell

parameters a = 74.94 ,_, b = 36.24/_, c = 35.77 /_,, 13= 115.27 °. These crystals

grow around pH 4.5 using PEG 6000 or PEG-Me 5000 as precipitants. Typically, a

drop consisting of 5 I.tl protein ( 3 mg/ml in 100 mM MOPS buffer pH =7.0) and 5

I.tl of 10 -15 % of PEG 6000 or PEG-ME 5000 in 100 mM acetate buffer pH 4.1-

4.5. The monoclinic crystal form contains only a single molecule in the asymmetric

unit. Therefore, at low pH, CcdB is at most a dimer, the molecular two-fold axis of

which coincides with the crystallographic two-fold axis of space group C2..

The zone in which crystallisation occurs is very narrow and the crystals appear only

after precipitation has already formed in the drop. Such a narrow crystallisation

zone is unusual and makes screening with a wide grid or sparse matrix method

difficult. Nevertheless, it is this crystal form that forms the key for obtaining the

three-dimensional structure of CcdB, as it is the only one with which we could

prepare useful heavy atom derivatives. The crystals that grow spontaneously are

highly twinned and are not suitable for data collection. To produce single crystals of
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the C2 form, crystallisationwas performedby usingrepeatedmicroseedingin

hangingdropandsittingdrop setups.ThemonoclinicCcdBcrystalsgrownin this

way turnout to behighlymosaic,andshowa largevariationin mosaicityfrom

crystalto crystal(0.5° upto 3.0° in unfavourablecases).Wewere,however,unable

to fine tune thecrystallisationconditionsin orderto grow crystalswith a lower

mosaicityreproducibly,despiteextensiveeffort, includingattemptswith gelgrowth

andcrystalgrowthin microgravityconditions(seebelow).This is incontrastto the

resultsobtainedwithotherproteinsusingsimilartechniques(Sicaet al., 1994,Snell

et al., 1995).In fact,highandlow mosaicitycrystalsgrow togetherin thesame

drop,but thereis sometendencyof the smallercrystalsto be lessmosaic.Gel

growthresultedin crystalsessentiallysimilarinsizeanddiffractionqualityasthose

grownin normalhangingandsittingdrop experiments.

For crystals with high mosaicity, usable diffraction can be observed up to about 3.0

/_, while the better crystals show diffraction up to 1.6/_, at room temperature. This

diffraction limit was observed both for crystals grown by microseeding and crystals

grown in gel. Data collection on a flash frozen crystal (refined mosaicity 0.9 °)

provided usable data up to at least 1.5/_ (R-merge in the resolution shell from 1.54

to 1.50/_ was 0.146, with a mean I/sigma(I) in this shell of 7.2. Screening for heavy

atom derivatives has, until now, resulted in the identification of one single site

derivative. This Hg(Ac) 2 derivative was prepared by a 20 hours soak in 10 mM

mercury acetate. The structure of CcdB will therefore be determined using MIR

methods after additional derivatives have been found, or alternatively using MAD

on the single site Hg(Ac) 2 derivative.

Crystallisation in a microgravity environment

Crystal growth in microgravity conditions was used as a possible solution to

overcome the problem of twinning and high mosaicities. The experimental

conditions used as well as the outcome of these experiments are summarised in

Table II. The number of experiments that could be pertbrmed during the two space

shuttle missions was limited and the interpretation is complicated by the failure to

grow crystals in most of the control experiments on earth. Nevertheless, the fact

that crystals could be grown in several reactors during the space shuttle missions,

while no crystals appeared in the control experiments on earth do suggest that the
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lack of convectionandsedimentationhasa beneficial effect on protein crystal

growth. In the one experiment where both in space and on earth crystals were

produced, we did observe a significant decrease of the number of twinned crystals,

but no pronounced improvement of the mosaicity was evident.

Crystallisation of cysteine mutants

To look for suitable heavy metal derivatives we decided to make the four following

specific serine to cysteine mutants : Ser70Cys, Ser74Cys, Ser84Cys and the double

mutant Ser74Cys/Gly77Gln. These mutants were designed for the production of

Hg-derivatives in the MIR work and some of them were shown to act as super-

killers (Bahassi et al., 1997). No crystals were obtained for the two mutants

Ser74Cys and Ser84Cys. The mutant Ser70Cys crystallised in ammonium sulphate

as very thin plates, that do not diffract. The double mutant Ser70Cys/Gly77Gln was

initially crystallised using MPD as precipitant. The crystals thus formed were thin

needles that at most diffract to about 7 A and do not withstand soaking with

mercury salts. Later, well diffracting crystals were formed in the same conditions as

where the wild type protein produces the tetragonal form. These crystals are

however not isomorphous with the those of the wild type protein. They belong to

space group 1222 (or I2t2t2t) with unit cell a = 105.58 A, b = 105.80 A, c = 91.90

/_ and diffract to 2.5/_ resolution (Table I). Although a and b are almost identical

and the unit cell constants are very similar to the tetragonal form of the wild type

protein, the crystals are not tetragonal. Nevertheless, both crystal forms are

probably related, as the tetragonal form of the wild type protein contains a 17 sigma

non-origin peak in its Patterson, suggesting a pseudocentering (data not shown).

Condusions

CcdB is a small dimeric protein that poisons DNA-topoisomerase II complexes. We

analysed its crystallisation properties in function of precipitant type, precipitant

concentration, pH and protein concentration. This led to a novel crystal form which,

in contrast to previously reported crystals, is suitable for structure determination

using the MIR method. The space group of this new form is C2, with unit cell

parameters a = 74.94 A, b = 36.24 A, c = 35.77 A, 13= 115.27 °. The asymmetric
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unit containsa singlemonomer.Flash-frozen crystals diffract to at least 1.5 A

resolution, while room temperature diffraction can be observed up to 1.6 _. The

double mutant S74C/G77Q, which acts as a super-killer, crystallises in space group

I222 (or I212_2_) with unit cell a = 105.58 /_, b = 105.80 _, c = 91.90 /_. These

crystals diffract to 2.5 _ resolution. With the new crystal form we were able to

solve the structure of CcdB .as it shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 1. Photomicrograph of tetragonal and orthohombic CcdB. (a) tetragonal

crystals grown from ammonium sulphate, (b) tetragonal crystals grown from

ammonium acetate, (c) tetragonal crystals grown from NaC1, (d) orthorhombic

crystal grown from ammonium sulphate. All photographs are shown on the same

scale. The largest crystal in (d) is about 0.8 mm long.

Figure 2 . Monoclinic CcdB crystals. (a) spontaneously grown, heavily twinned

monoclinic crystals, (b) monoclinic crystals grown using microseeding, (c)

monoclinic crystals grown in agarose gel, (d) space grown monoclinic crystals. All

photographs are shown on the same scale. The largest crystal is about 0.3 mm long.

Figure 3 Ribbon representation of the CcdB dimer.The secondary structure

element of one monomer are labelled and colour-coded. While the other monom,_r is

shown in grey. The main five-stranded antiparallel B-sheet is shown in red, the

smaller three-stranded "wing" sheet in purple. The C-terminal cx-helix is coloured

yellow, and the tree isolated turn of 3-helix ochre. Residues identified by

mutagenesis to be involved in the killer function of CcdB are shown as ball-and-

stick models. The three C-terminal residues (Trp99 Glyl00 and Ilel01), mutations

of which suppress the killer phenotype , are coloured yellow. The three serines,

who's mutation to cysteines enhance the killer phenotype (Ser70, Ser74 and Ser84 )

,as well as Leu 83(who's mutation to lie has a similar effect) are coloured light blue.

The LysC cleavage site protected by CcdA is indicated by an arrow on each

monomer.
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1. Background

Sulfolobus solfataricus is a hyperthermophilic archaeon, which thrives at a temperature of 87 °C and

at a pH of 3.5 in the Solfatara volcanic area near Naples, Italy (Raia et al., 1996). The bacterium

expresses an NAD+-dependent alcohol dehydrogenase (SsADH) which has a potential

biotechnological application due to its ability to function in these extreme life conditions.

We obtained crystals of SsADH in the apo and holo form complexed with [3-Nicotinamide Adenine

Dinucleotide Reduced Form (NADH), on Earth. Both forms diffracted to better than 3 A resolution.

Depending on the crystallization conditions, the crystals can assume various morphologies, but

commonly exhibit tail coat-shaped ends. Unfortunately, analysis of their diffraction pattern revealed

that the crystals were twinned and hence not suitable to X-ray analysis (Pearl et al., 1993; Sica et al..,

1994).

An increasing number of reports in the literature describe a remarkable effect of gravity on protein

crystal growth. The density gradient on Earth induces convective flows at the crystal interface and,
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according to some authors, this can increase the occurrence of defects, dislocations, and other

imperfections (DeLucas & Bugg, 1991; Day & McPherson, 1992). In a microgravitational

environment, these density-driven flows are removed, retaining an undisturbed depletion zone around

the growing crystals and thus favoring more ordered growth (McPherson, 1993; Rosenberg,

Muschol, Thomas & Vekilov, 1996). In addition, protein crystals usually sediment and make contacts

with foreign surfaces. These surface effects can be avoided in microgravity, favoring high quality

crystal growth. For these reasons we carried out SsADH crystallization experiments on the LMS

Mission.

2. Objectives

Our goal was to obtain NADH-complexed SsADH crystals of better quality than those grown on

Earth. We wanted to compare the characteristics of ground and microgravity-grown crystals,

including the occurrence of twinning. Twinning interferes with crystallographic structure

determination, and thus we were particularly interested in testing whether microgravity affects

twinning. This was the first time such an experiment was carried out.

3. Methods of data acquisition and analysis

Crystallization _ata

We carried out pre-flight and flight crystallization experiments in 80 gl vapor diffusion (HD) and in

20 p.l free-interface diffusion or dialysis (FID/DIA) reactors of the Advanced Protein Crystallization

Facility (APCF) (Bosch, Lautenschlager, Potthast & Stapelmann, 1992). Prior to launch, we

received one FID/DIA and three HD reactors from Dornier and we optimized the crystallizing

conditions in these reactors. The crystal size during these preparatory trials never reached a dimension

larger than 0.3 mm, whereas identical reference trials conducted in Limbro plates produced larger

crystals (0.5-0.8 ram) with better morphologies.

Initial trials were carried out using either FID or DIA configuration in the FID/DIA reactor. As a
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control,equivalenttrialswereperformedinglasscapillariesandin dialysisbuttons.Thebestresults

wereobtainedusingtheFID/DIA reactorwith theDIA configurationandthis methodwasthen

adoptedfor subsequentexperiments.

We conductedspaceandgroundreferenceexperimentsin eight crystallizationreactors(six HD

(80111)andtwoFID/DIA (20I.tl)reactorsaccordingto thespecificationslistedinTable1.

Thereactorswerefilled withproteinandotherreagentsolutionsin thelaboratoryof Prof.W.Weber

inHamburg,Germany.Thespacereactorsweremountedin theAPCFandtakento thelaunchsiteat

theKennedySpaceCenter(KSC),USA.Thegroundcontrolreactorswerekept attheEMBL c/o

DESY, in Hamburg. About eight hours after the launch, both space and ground reactors were

activated and were then deactivated one day prior to shuttle re-entry.

X-ray data

Four microgravity-grown crystals and six ground-grown crystals were analyzed using EMBL X11

beam line synchrotron radiation at the DORIS storage ring at DESY in Hamburg. Data were recorded

on a Mar Research image plate detector. Additional experiments were conducted at the

Biocrystallographic Center in Naples, Italy from one microgravity grown and a few ground-control

crystals and were analyzed using a DIP 2030 image plate detector (Nonius) mounted on a rotating

anode operating at 40 kV and 90 mA. All data were processed and refined using the HKL package

(Otwinowski, 1993). The crystals belong to space group C2 with one dimer in the asymmetric unit,

and the cell parameters are, a = 133.0, b = 85.7, ¢ = 70.5 A, 13= 97".

3. Flight Results

Crystallization experiments were performed simultaneously on SsADH on Earth and in microgravity.

To ensure identical conditions, we used the same reagent solutions, crystallization hardware, and

temperatures for both sets of experiments.

Photographs were taken of all APCF reactors one day after landing at KSC. The crystals grown in

microgravity inside the DIA reactor are shown in Figure la. The space-grown crystals exhibit the
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sametail-coatendsasobservedin Earth-growncrystals(Fig. lb). Theground-controlDIA reactor

containedsimilarcrystals.All thecrystalswereremovedfromtheDIA reactors,mountedincapillaries

andexposedtoX-rayradiation.Disappointingly,thelargenumberof thecrystalsharvestedfromthe

HD reactorsbothin microgravityandonEarthwereverysmall.Thesecrystalsdiffractedverypoorly

andcouldnotbeusedinouranalysis.A summaryof thespaceandgroundcrystallizationexperiments

isreportedinTable1.

Thoughwestartedoutwith identicalreagentsolutions,weobtainedverydifferentresultsfromtheHD

andDIA reactors.Similarvariationshavebeenreportedin theliterature.Forexample,duringthe

InternationalMicrogravityLaboratory1mission,McPhersonet al. obtained very different results for

the protein canavalin and also for satellite tobacco mosaic virus, (Day & McPherson, 1992). The best

canavalin crystals were grown by vapor diffusion, whereas the best tobacco mosaic crystals came

from liquid-liquid diffusion. In another instance, Chayen et al. (1997) described a video-camera

observation of microgravity protein crystallization in APCF/HD vapor-diffusion reactors; indeed

motion was observed in the growing crystals which was attributed to Marangoni effects, due to the

presence of free liquid surfaces open to vapor. Considering our results and those cited in the literature,

the importance of the method and the experimental apparatus used in protein crystallization seems

quite clear.

To assess crystal quality, we used X-ray diffraction analysis. First, we carried out a comparative

analysis for microgravity-grown and Earth-control crystals at the EMBL-DESY facility in Hamburg.

Initially, crystals grown in microgravity and on Earth diffracted well, up to 1.8 and 2.5 A resolution,

respectively, indicating an improved microgravity-grown crystal quality. Unfortunately, once exposed

to the synchrotron beam, the crystals began to decay and this resulted in an incomplete set of

maximum resolution data. We collected a complete data set only from one microgravity-grown crystal,

though only to 2.3 ,_ resolution. The ground-control crystals showed a more rapid decay after a few

frames, and so only partial data were collected using the best ground-control crystal. Unfortunately,
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analysisof thediffractionpatternrevealedthatmicrogravityandground-controlcrystalsweretwinned

inasimilarmanneraspreviouslyobservedonEarth.

We thenconductedthesamecomparativeanalysisatourown laboratoryusingonemicrogravity-

growncrystalanda few ground-controlcrystals.A complete set of data was obtained from the

microgravity crystal, though at a lower resolution than in Hamburg, due to the X-ray source lower

intensity. Earth-grown crystals again showed greater damage under exposure to conventional source

X-rays and thus only partial data sets could be recorded. As a result, we had to merge data from two

crystals.

We were able to index spots on the same crystal lattice in all of the samples. A summary of all X-ray

data is shown in Table 2.

5. Conclusions

A number of conclusions can be drawn concerning microgravity protein crystallization:

In terms of size, the SsADH microgravity-crystals are larger than ground-control crystals, though still

comparable to the best Earth-grown counterpart. This concurs with several but not all cases cited in

the literature). As for resolution, SsADH microgravity-grown crystals achieved significantly higher

resolution diffraction data, indicating a reduced statistical disorder. Lastly, though severe decay was

observed in all SsADH crystals, the microgravity-grown crystals displayed increased stability when

exposed to X-rays. The growth method appeared particularly influential for SsADH; a subject

currently being examined by a number of laboratories.

Unfortunately, we found that microgravity-crystals of SsADH complexed to NADH were twinned.

This was the first time this phenomenon was tested in microgravity. To see whether different results

can be obtained under reduced gravity further studies should be planned to examine other factors

known to affect twinning, as e.g. stress and secondary nucleation. In conclusion, there are still a

number of questions concerning microgravity protein crystallization which warrant further

investigation.
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Legendto Figure 1

Fig.1. a) Photographof microgravity-growncrystals takenat KSC one day after

b)Photographof atypicalNADH-complexedSsADHcrystalgrownonEarth.

Ground-andmicrogravity-growncrystalsbothshowtypicaltail coat-shapedends.

landing.

Table1.Resultsof crystallizationexperiments

Reactor
type

HD
DIA

No.

3

1

Final composition*

SsADH MPD

mg/mL) (%v/v)

11-13 48-50

10 48

Results

On Earth

N E

(mm)

many 0.10

10 0.4

In space

N E

(ram)

many O. 10

5 1.0

* with Tris-HCl buffer, 50mM, pH 8.4, NADH lmM

N=number of crystals appeared

E=maximum edge
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Table2. Diffractiondataof crystalson thegroundandinspace

Crystal

Growth

Space

Ground

Synchrotron Data

dl(A) d2(A) C(%) Rsy m

1.8 2.3 89 0.08

2.5 3.2 57 0.17

Diffraction Data

LaboratoryData*

dl(A) d2(_,) C(%) Rsym

2,6 3.0 79 0.12

2.9 3.5 72 0.12

d 1 = Resolution limit to which significant data are initially observed
d2 = Resolution to which data have been collected

C = Completeness within d2

Rsym = E[(Ii - <I>)2/EIi 2 where Ii is the measured intensity of an individual reflection, and <I> the mean

intensity of symmetry-related measurements of this reflection.
*Laboratory data for the ground-grown crystal have been merged from two crystals.
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Summary

Alcohol dehydrogenase crystals from Sulfolobus solfataricus were grown in the Advanced Protein

Crystallization Facility during the U.S. space shuttle's Life and Microgravity Sciences Spacelab

mission. Large diffracting crystals were obtained by dialysis and poor quality crystals were obtained

by vapor diffusion. The quality of both the space and ground-based crystal was analysed by X-ray

diffraction. The space crystals showed improved size and diffraction resolution limit. The

phenomenon of twinning, however, which was observed in the Earth-grown crystals, was also

present in those grown in space.
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